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Unopposed, Hubbard On Ballot Here
Congressional Elections
Offer Unusual, Routine
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Ken-
tucky's congressional elections
Tuesday offer 11 little of the unusual
along with mach of the routine.
Among the mild oddities is a spirited
contest in the 6th District between two
state senators because of the defeat of
the incumbent and withdrawal of a
nominee.
Those protagonists are Democrat
Tom- Easterly of Frankfort and
Republican Larr); _Hopkins of
Lexington.
There also is the promotional cam-
paign of Democratic Congressman
Carroll Hubbard of the 1st District, who
has no opposition, but who wants to





Besides numerous school board races
in nearly all Kentucky counties, only a
handful of local tax or bond issues will
complement congressional and 'Senate
races on the ballots across the state
Tuesday.
• Jefferson County voters will decide
whether to change their form of local -
...._..governMent - replacing county
commissioners With magistrates in
what has developed into a hot political
debate in the Louisville area.
Northern Kentucky voters, mean-
time, will decide the fate of a levy that
pays for operation of the Transit
Authority of .Northern Kentucky.
A .04 percent payroll and net profits
tax was levied by the fiscal courts of
Campbell and Kenton counties last
June to support the bus system. TANK
officials have said that bus service will
cease the day after the election if the
vote to continue the occupational tax
fails.
Bowling Green-area elections will be
highlighted by two controversial tax
referenda.
In Simpsoa County, voters will be
asked to vote on a proposed public'
library district with the authority to
Impose a-special tai of 5 cents on each
$100 of assessed property value for
maintenance and operation of the
library district.
The five cent tax currernly is paid by
residents of Franklin and supporters of
the library seek to garner additional
revenues needed to maintain the
building by including county residents
in the tax.
Voters in Barren and Metcalfe
counties will decide whether to come to
the rescue of ambulance services that
are losing money an a regular basis,





Local radio station manager Fran-
suelle Cole vowed today that WNBS-
WAAW "will not go off the air" despite
a Murray Fire Department order
condemning the station's premises and
ordering the business to vacate by
December 1 if corrective action is not
taken.
The station's premises are located in
-second floor office space on the south
side of the court square. According to
Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper, who
signed, the order along with fire in-
spector Phil Owens, the primary reason
for the condemnation is that the station
only has one exit and no emergency
lighting.
We had no other recourse except to
hang the sign (condemning the
prernises1," Cooper said today. -
The building is owned by local at-
torneys Don and Ed Overbey. Attempts
to reach either of the owners for
comment on the situation have been
unsuccessful.
Chief Cooper did say that it had been
indicated to him that the building
owners plan to file an appeal of the
condemnation with the State Fire
Marshal's office. Cooper said they have
ten days from the time the building is
condemned to file the appeal.
Cooper said that according to the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the
building owner is responsible for
making sure that the building does not
violate fire codes.
He said the building needs a second
- means en-egress end- emergency-
lighting to comply With the state codes.
-- • - • -
Hubbard's name will appear on the
ballot for Calloway Countians when
they go to the polls Tuesday.
The only race of any significance
here is that of incumbent Walter "Dee"
Huddleston, the Democratic nominee,
his GOP foe Louis Guenthner,and
American Party nominee Anthony
McCord.
On the local level, the only persons
running are non-partisan candidates
for school board seats — in Murray,
Don Henry, Tom Rushing and Bill
Adams, and in the county, Robert
"Red" Overby and Walter Byars.
County election officials say they
expect a light turnout here because
there are no races with opposition.
Officials note two changes awaiting
voters Tuesday — a new precinct has
been formed in Murray, Precinct 11,
out of Precinct 8. Also voters in the
Jackson Precinct will be voting in the
Woodmen of the World building at
Kirksey.
Officials say 15,365 voters are
registered here.
Most races statewide are predictable,
officials say.
The four Democratic and two GOP
incumbents are favored resoundingly,
and so is Huddleston, seeking a second
term against state Rep. Louis Guen-
thner of Louisville.
Only the Bluegrass district offers an
exciting race, and there's where much
of the money .ia-baing spent -.7 with. -_
Hopkins so far receiving more than four
.times as much as Easterly.
Easterly defeated incumbent John
Breckinridge in the May Democratic
primary.
At that time, HOpkins had his eye on a
possible gubernatorial effort for next
year and the assumption was that Mary
Louise Foust of Shelbyville, nominated
by the GOP without opposition, would
stay at the post until likely defeat.
But she withdrew, contending her foe
was getting overwhelming labor
support. Hopkins was nominated by his
party and took up that theme, labeling
his opponent a captive of big labor and
implying he was radical as well as
liberal.
Meantime, Easterly, unprepared for
the dramatic entry of Hopkins, had to
start collecting more money for an
uphill struggle and make peace with
segments of the party he had alienated
in legislative years.
Gov. Julian Carroll, whose ad-
ministration _bad been twitted oc-
casionally by Easterly, has openly
supported the legislatdie and state
Democratic chairman Marie Tamer
has made strenuous, efforts to get the
party faithful out Tuesday.
The Democrats believe a fairly heavy
turnout could save Easterly because of
the party's 5 to 1 registration margin,
despite indications an undetermined
number of Democrats will vote for
Hopkins as well as Huddleston.
The Republicans are depending on a
surge of support for Hopkins, who has
muted his party banner, in the
Lexington area — presumably mbre
than enough to offset Easteriye ex-
pected heavy cushion at the capital city
of Frankfort.
'Should this occur, the margin of
victory could lie in the other 15 counties
of the district, mainly the conservative-
oriented Bluegrass.
Hubbard and 2nd District
Congressman William Natcher have
absolutely no worry about Tuesday
because they are unopposed.
But Hubbard has his vision on
another vista: the governorship.
Although a 1974 state act prevents him
from spending money already raised
for next year's gubernatorial contest,
nothing bars him from running ad-
vertisements all over the state to
promote his image.
Other frontrunners are Democratic
Romano Mazzoli of the 3rd,
Republicans Gene Snyder of the 4th and
Tim Lee Carter, of the 5th and
Democrat Carl Perkins of the 7th, dean
Of 14state:a congressional delegation—
Huddleston, facing a littleknown foe,
has been taking no chances. He has
raised more than $300,000 and stumped_
the state to spread his claim that he is a
valuable senator who can serve Ken-
tucky even more in the next six years.
Guenthner has countered that the
Democratic incumbent is part and
parcel of a national administration
which has felled to stop inflation and
has weakened America's defensive
posture against communism.
Essentially, that's the picture for
Kentucky voters,- and not many are
expected to turn out, especially in
western Kentucky where there are no
races for Congress.
The voter _showing could be spotty
also because of numerous local school
board races, plus a handful involving
local tax or bond issues.
And in a judicial district in the
southeastern portion of the state, Court
of Appeals Judge John D. White of
Manchester and District Judge Charles
Aker of Somerset are vying ALS suc-
cessor to Pleas Jones of Williamsburg,
who is 'retiring as a state Supreme
Court justice.
Current, Former Civitan
Heads To Appear Locally
AURORA — Both the current
national president of Clvitans and the
past president will be on hand next
weekend for the Kentucky District of
Civitan Thternational's first of four
—state meetings at Kenlake Hotel here.
Current president of Civitan In-
ternational, Brian
Connelly, Ann Ar-
bor, Mich., will be
the luncheon
speaker on Satur-
day, Nov. 11, ac-




Connelly president of Civitan
International, will be present to assist
in training sessions for the two day con-
ference which begins Friday.
The program begins Friday, Nov. 10.
with a dirurer at 7 p.m. followed by a
general meeting. Business and training
sessions will convene on Saturday mor-
ning and adjourn at a p.m.
According to the spokesman,' the
Murray and Cadiz Civitan clubs will be
co-hosts of the quarterly session: Ray
Harlan of Louisville, governor of Ken-
tucky Civitans, will be in charge of the
progeam.
The current Civitan president, 43, has
been active in Civitan work since 1963.
He is president of Brian Connelly Ad-
vertising, has served as vice president
of a publishing company and worked as
a disc jockey for various Michigan
radio and TV stations. He is a graduate
of Michigan State University.
[IONS RADIO AUCTION SLATED — The Murray Lions Club's annual
.. radio auction will begin Tuesday and will continue Wednesday and Thur-
• sda_y_Over radici‘tatictrattlip...limagstionjailljtelteld frcara.30
P.M. each nigh1,160-Wriherf are two vehicles which will be auctioned off
during the fund-raiser for the .club's charitable projects. At left is John
- Man C
  -Calloway County District Judge Sid
Easley was expected to arraign a
Jonesboro, Ark., man today in con-
nection with the shooting death of a
Murray man early Saturday morning.
The victim, 24-year-old Lawrence
Spiriks, was pronounced dead at 4:43
_p.m. Saturday at Western, Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.He died frornbulld
wounds to the head, neck and back.
Officials were expected to arraign
William W. Coomer, 29, on murder
charges prior to noon today. Coomer
spent the Weekend in Calloway County
Jail under a $50,000 bond.
Spinks was shot about 3:30 a.m.
SET PREPARATION — Two workers are shown here preparing the set of "The Music Man," the latest Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre production slated this week and next week at A. Carman Pavilion. Pictured is
Eloise Meyers (foreground) and Sue Spann. They're painting a picket fence for the production. The plan will be
presented Nov.9 and 10 and 17 and 18. Admission prices are $2.50 for adults, $2 for students and $1.50 for children
and for members of groups of 20 or more who register at the library by noon the day they plan to attend. For fur-
ther information about the play, call 759-1752.
Arraignment Set For Arkansas
rdWJtfrSftootirTW
Saturday et the Green Acres Trailer
Court mobile home of his ex-wife the
result of an apparent argument bet-
ween he and Coomer, the victim's ex-
brother-in-law. -
Authorities say Spinks' residence was
J & J Apartments in Murray.
A spokesman for Murray City Police
said officers went to the Green Acres
residence to quell a disturbance prior to
the shooting Saturday morning. Spinks
left the residence and officers left
thinking the' disturbance was under
control. The shooting occurred later in
the morning, police said.-
Spinks' ex-wife told the newspaper
Murray High Band's
Fruit  Sales To Begin
The Murray High Tiger Band
holding the annual band citrus sale
beginning Tuesday evening, a band
spokesman said today.
Band members will be canvassing
the community between 5:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m. taking orders for both
oranges and ruby red grapefruit.
Money raised with the sale this year.
will be used to defray the cost of the- •
hand's new uniforms and to buy _
today that her ex-husband threatened
her and Coomer with a pistol prior to
the shooting. Spinks was shot three
times, police said, with a .22 caliber
pistol. First taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in Murray, Spinks was
later transferred to Western Baptist
Hospital where he died Saturday af-
ternoon.
- The body was at Max Churchill





A new medical advice column debuts
in today's edition of The Murray Ledger
& Times.
The new .column,-- written by Dr.
equipment__ for_ the in qtrume.latia__Es.vrrence_...E immix, replaces "Let's'
program, the spokesman explained.
"We wish to thank the community for
its support of the band program and
hope people in the community will
continue to support us in this fund
raising effort," the spokesman said.
The sale will continue Wednesday
through Friday this week for telephone
orders. Persons missed Tuesday night
who would like to place orders for the
fruit can call 753-6406 or 753-6100.
CountrJuvenile Faces
Charges For Thefts
Calloway County Sheriff's Depart-
ment has charged a 16-year-old county
juvenile in connection with the theft of
three vehicles, taken over a period of
about a month.
The juvenile is charged with theft by
unlawful taking of a value over $100 in
connection with the theft of a van and
four wheel drive truck from Ed
Morgan's car lot and a pickup from the
a.
car lot of J.T. Todd.
Authorities arrested the youth Friday
night. They recovered two vehicles, a
sheriff's department spokesman said
today. The spokesman said the van was
discovered wrecked while the pickup
had been "stripped." Authorities are
still looking for the third vehicle the
youth is charged with taking.
The spokesman said the sheriff's
department investigation continues.
Parker of Parker Ford with a Ford pick-up truck that will go to the hest hid
der and at right is Mite Outland ol Purdom Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac with a
,PaPitiac .Lenaads.lbat also WI ba atatioacti The vdtic.ics wet ft Afflatus) to
the Lions auition'at dealer cost. Many other items donated by local rile'.
chants will be auctioned during the tit/cc:1101LO ihn
Stay Well" written by Dr. F. J. L.
Blasingame, which has been ter-
minated.
Dr. Lamb, one of the nation's
foremost medical columnists, has been
Teferred to as "the doctor doctors
read." Dr. Lamb is formerly the chief
of the U. S. Air Force School of
Aerospace Medicine. He was the
physician who devised the medical
examinations for Apollo Astronauts. He
served Lyndon Johnson as personal
physician during Johnson's Senate
years and Presidency.
- Dr. Lamb makes 90 million house
calls every week. He offers readers a
rare commodity in these days of health
fads and too-busy private doctors:
solid, accurate medical information
with the personal touch of a family
physician.
Dr. Lamb's column appears today on
Page two.  
today's index 
One Section — 14 Pages .










Sports 7 8 9  10
mostly
cloudy
Becoming mostly cloudy and
turning cooler with scattered
showers today. Highs in the mlci
to upper 60s. Cloudy with rain
likely tonight ending Tuesday.
LOWS tonight in the low to mid
40s. Cooler Tuesday with highs in
the mid to upper 50s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Wednesday through Friday.
Fair with near normal tern-, .
peraturea. a,.
•
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center,- North 7t1't
and Olive Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &









Harrison, All American band
member from Murray, will be
from 6:30 to 8 p.ne at
McDonalds.
Annual Quad State Choral
Festival for high school
students will be held from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with free





day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club

































• Groups of First Baptist
Church Women, will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Cathryn Garrott and
Dorothy 'Group with Eva
Morris, both at 10-30 a.m.;
Bea Walker with Anita
Mansfieki at 7 :30 p.m. --
Ellis Center will be open
• from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Blood
pressure readings and
_ macrame ._ will be in the
morning with lunch at noon
and band practice at 1 p.m.
-Great Expectations," 1947
English film classic, will be
shown at 7 p.m. in the Student
Center auditorium, Murray
State, as the first program of
















Reg. $5.99 Sale $38f4
Reg. $1.99 Sale $1 6t
Reg $2.99 Sale $2M
 Reg $4.99 Sale
Reg. $3.99 Sale
2




Save 10c On All Sewing Notions from threads and zippers to scissors.
t Embroidery Thread Not Included
ipecials Good Through Sat.
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Monday , November 6
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women, will meet at
seven p.m. at the church.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will hold its annual
silent auction for the benefit of
P. E. CY. educational projects
at the home of Mrs. A. C. la
Falletteat.7.-.211 .
• Parents Anonymous will
Afloat_ at 7:1S p.m. at the
-.Immanuel Lutheran Church.






Singles Unlimited will meet
at 730 p.m. in the church
parlor of the First United
Methodist Church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follow: Lottie Moon with Opal
Howard at 7 p.m. and
KathlePn Jones with Leo' 
Travisat 7:15 p.m.
Arts and Crafts Class for
senior citizens and adults will
be at 1620 Main Street from 7
to 9 p.m. For transportation
call'753-0929 by 3 '
• Ttlesday, NiivreMber 7
Calloway County Library
luncheon will be held at twelve
noon with Emma Sue Hutson
as speaker.
Bread For World monthly
meeting will be at library .of
First Christian Church at 7:30
p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild -will meet at 1
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Gladys Williamson Sunday
School Class, Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will meet with
Laura Paschall.
Tuesday, November 7
First Baptist Church Baptist
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center. ,
Elm Grove _Baptist Church
Women will serve lunch at the
Baptist Student Centtr and —
later meet *the home of June
Crider.
Dexter Senior Citizens will




sponsored by Sigma Alpha
Iota and Phi Mu Alpha music
fraternities, will be at 8:15
p.m. in Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, Murray State.
—Toffee—Toe Murray State
Women's Society will be at
home of Debbie Newell with --
Emmy Edwards as cobosteas -
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Wednesday, November 8
Senior Citizens of Hazel will
meet at the Hazel Community




Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m. at Hale Chapel. Coffee
will be served at 9:30 a.m. and
the executive board will meet.
at 9 a.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Harris Grove
at Sirloin Stockade at 12 noon;
Pacers with Jane Barnett at
9:30 a.m.; New Concord with
Reba Hughes at 1 p.m.;
Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m.;
South Pleasant Grove, not
announced.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn.
Murray Assembly No. 19 
Bowling for senior citizenspf theliainbOr ler:Elea 4)6.4W corvecilLI,amftatas 1:30 p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country
Club at 12 noon with Barbara
Brandon as chairman. Clarice





Members of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, Nov. 8, at 10 a.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord for their regular
monthly meeting,. •
At the October Meeting held
at the Colonial House, Reba Jo
Roberts gave the lesson on
.Bic---Uriclerstand-ing On-
Rearing Of Children." She
said emotions may be positive
such as joy, love, affection,
and • negative such as fear,
anger, and jealousy.
Lurene Cooper presented a
lesson on "Collecting Limited
Editions" and said this was a
rewarding pastime and one
always learns something new.
The discussion on -Interior
and Exterior Paint Problems"
was given by Lottie Hurt.
The recreational chairman,
Dorothy Simon, led in several
games, and group singing was
led by Lurene Cooper with
Louise Short as pianist. -
Ohl Outland presided and
Shirley Werts read the
minutes. The club ordered
new song books with the coat
being 50 cents each. Seventeen
members were present.
•
Celebration Planned Lib, ,
.Mr. And lIrs. Jess Hale
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Hale of Hazel Route Two will be honored
on their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception to be held
on Saturday, Nov. 11, at 2 p.m. at the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples Bank, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the af-
ternoon hours. •
The couple was married on Nov. 10, 1928, at the Court
House in Murray with Elvie and Lexie Hale as their wit-
nesses.
Mr. Hale, a retired carpenter, is the son of the late Harley
and Flora Hale. Mrs. Hale, the former Mary Andrus, is the
daughter of the late Bonnia and Aurelia Andrus.
They  batie-one-daughter, Mrs. Betty Jo McPhail of Joliet,
Ill., and four sons, Bonnia Hale, Plant,city,Fla., Jackie, Don, ,
and Jimmy Hale, all of Murray. Ofie daughter, Loretta, is
deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Hale have 11 grandchildren and 6 great
grandchildren.
•
Nutrition Center Menus Released
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Community Center
and for the -Meals On
Wheels" program for the
week of Nov. 6 to 10 have been
released by Sally DuFord,
dietitian-nutritionist.
For'•reservation.s o,E in-
lot-M(414i --yierseriii Inky- call




cheese, green peas, tossed
salad, hot roll, butter, ap-





Club will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 8, at the home of Jane
Barnett.
Members met for the
October meeting at the home
of Florene Shoemaker with 13
members present. Five
visitors present were Wanda
'Moseley, Janet Ward, Brenda
Coop, Sheila Pallister, and
Kylie Johnson.
Geri Johnson gave the
lesson on "Art Appreciation-
Collectibles." The lesson on
"Understanding Children's
Emotional Development.' warn
led by Jane Barnett.
A gift was predented to Lola
Hum, charter member of the
club, who is moving to Wichita
Falls, Texas. Sheila Pallister
of Bristol, England, was
welcomed as 4i new member..
She is living in Murray this
year while her husband is a









'fruit cocktail in red gelatin,
hot roll, butter, botterscotch
—
Thursday--beef patties,
tomato sauce, fluffy rice,
cabbage, candied apples, hot
roll, butter, brownie, milk.
Friday--macaroni and






II  Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
HEALTH - 
Enjoy those oranges
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR UtC LAMB My
husband, 73, and I, 65, have
been eating oranges or gra-
pefruit for breakfast right
along, Now I hear we should
not be eating citrus fruits
because we both have
osteoarthritis. Is it true and
are there any foods that
make it worse?
- We -have a rowing ex-
erciser and would like to
----know 41 it is all right to use
when we have arthritis in
the , back, hips and knees.
Could we be irritating the
arthritis more? We got it in
the winter when it was diffi-
cult for us to get out and
walk much for exercise.
DEAR READER - That's
wild.. There _is. nothing r- in
citrus fruits that will in any
way be detrimental to your
arthritis. In fact, if any-
thing. they might help. Go
ahead and enjoy your
oranges and grapefruits and
ignore anyone who tells you
they ..are harmful for your
arthritis because they cer-
tainly are not.
am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-10,
Osteoarthritis: Degenera-
tive or Wear and Tear 
Arthritis, to give you more
information on your prob-
lem.
Other readers who want
this issue can send 50 cents
with a. long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope for it.
Address your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019. This issue will also tell
you a number of things you
will need to know about
exercise and arthritis.
I wbuldn't like to say spe-
cifically that You can use
any particular exercise ma-
chine in the presence of your
arthritis because I don't
  lttnor"%eVer-e---lkettr--
arthritis is or what deformi-
ties it may have caused.
Only .your doctor, familiar
with your own case, can tell
you that.
There is a general miscon-
ception about exercise and
arthritis. It isn't necessarily





Main Office - 4th A Main
South Manor Branch - South 12th Street
Unis emit, Branch North 12th Street
Club Account Members pick up your
Vie cosh your °whines Club chock. '
do large amounts of
exercise. The purpose of
exercise, ii you have










wise, you ay should rent
the joins that are involv.




each day is useful. Exces-
sive working of body parts
maySwinumat bieng is good ex-
ercise for people with
arthritis who can do it. The
water helps to buoy the body
and you don't have to bear
the weight on the spine, hips-
and knees. It makes it easier
for you to move your joints
through a full range of
motion. If you can't swim,
you can do exercises in wa-
ter which will also help you.
Perhaps you can find a local
indoor swimming Pool that
you can use during the win-
ter months.
DR. LAMB - I
would like to know if -Tint-,
having enough potassium in
- your -tilciottwaild make You
have a heart attack? Can
you give the foods that are
high in potassium?
DEAR READER - A low
potassium level in the heart
cells may cause irregulari-
ties of the heart. Some of
these are difficult to control,
In severe cases, the irregu-
larity can be fatal:, Loss of
potassium resulting from
low carbohydrate diets is
thought to be one of the
factors in deaths associated
with these fad diets.
If you eat a balanced diet,
and are not taking medi-
cines that would wash potas-
sium out of your body, there•






and fruit juices are the most
common good source of po-
tassium in your diet.
There is a significant and
useful amount of potassium
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cilDeatt.-AlAtBy Abigail Van Buren
A 'Dear Abby'
Needs Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: It's 2 o'clock in the morning and I've torn
up three letters to you, but I'm mailing this one because I
need help.
Over a year ago I met the finest man I've ever known. We
became the nest of friends. 1 don't know it
but I fell in love with him, which is outrageous because he is
happily married.
At first I tried to laugh it off. Then I tried avoiding him,
but we work" for the same company and I see him every day.
I'm single, and I tried, dating several men, but my mind
was always on him. I'm not a 17-year-old school girl. I'm old
enougli to know better. I'M known as a very intelligent. ra
tional person. Fm. often- called- the- "Dear- Abby' of the
office- because everyone comia to me for advice.
I have no one to talk to. If this man knew how I felt, he'd
be-shocked. And his wife would never believe it. She's a dear. _
friend of mine. I never could come between a man and his
wife. I wasn't raised that way, but I love him. Abby, and my
only solution is to leave town.
I've lived here for years and I love my job and my friends.
I don't want to leave. I know this sounds like a soap opera,
but it's true. Please help me.
ACHING HEART
DEAR ACHING: You have built a strong physical Ottrae;-
don into a one-sided love affair through fantasizing. But
what's been built can be dismantled. Don't run away. You'll
only take your aching heart with you. Find a competent
counselor (psychologist or psychiatrist) with whom you can
talk freely about your feelings and the futility of loving
another woman's husband.
Please take my advice, then write again le mix months and
tell me how you're doing. I care.
DEAR ABBY: About that woman who wanted to have a
chastity belt made. A competent metalsmith should be able
to make one without any problem. I don't happen to be one,
but I would sure like to be at the airport when she goes
through the scanner.
PHIL McNELLIS: DETROIT
DEAR ABBY: I would like your opinion of an incident:.
After not having spoken to me in almost three years, my
sister recently sen me a copy of an insurance policy she
took out befole•she took an airplane tzip, naming ME as the
beneficiary. • 
.
Do you think she's trying to tell me something?
COOS BAY, ORE.
DEAR BAY: Yes. She still lacks the courage to start talk-
ing to you, but in tbe ereni "Iff her death, she'd like her
money to talk for her. In other words, she's not as mad at
you as she used to be.
Have question or comment for Abby? Address: Abby, Box
69700 Los Angeles, 90069. For a personal reply, in-









We're not going to suggest that people
stop drinking. But let's face it. Drinking too •
much. like eating too much is bad for your
health. What's more, it can lead to an alcoholic
dependency. And that's bad for you, your family,
and everybody around.
Here.are. some tips for sensible drinking. Eat
something first to slow alcoholic absorption.
Dilute high-proof drinks with water or fruit
juice to slow the rush to the brain. Sip your 0„. T.
drink: don't gulp. f
Remember, moderation in fc;od'and
drink will help you lead a longer. 4.0.iti •
healthier life. Staying healthy is the
. best kind of health care — and
the least expensive. You can
-help by taking card of yourself.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield
and Delta bental of Kentucky, we're
concemenbout rising health care costs.
--That's why we're working with consumers, den-
tists, physicians and hospitals to find ways to hold_
costs down.
Write us for information on enrolling in quality
health care prepayment plans. Blue Cross and
Blue Shield and Delta Deitital of Kentucky, 9901
Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223.
.We want you-to stay. hiaithy.
Elm Grove Baptist Women Will
Serve Lunch Tuesday For BSU
The Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will
serve lunch at the Baptist
Student Union on Tuesday,
Nov. 7, and will meet in the
afternoon for the regular
meeting at the home of June
Crider.
This luncheon will be a
special mission project of the
women.
Lavine Carter directed the
October program on .:'The
Japanese Woman At Home, In
The Church, and In The
World" at the meeting held at
the church with .twelve
Inernbers pre**.
Those assisting Mrs. Carter
with the program were
Tennessee Outland, Jimmie
Lee Carmichael, Hilda
Maupin, and Bobbie Burkeen.
June Crider gave the
devotion with her scripture
from Matthew 5:1340. She
read the prayer calendar and




presided and reports were





Shekell, Mildred Cook, And
Floy Caldwell.
- -MILK NIGHTCAP -
If holiday excitement is too
much for any member of the
family, serve a hot milk
nightcap. Studies show that
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ficASprings, Arkansas...
Unwind
Unwind at The Arlington Hotel and Baths in
beautiful Hot Springs, Arkansas. Relax in
the swirling waters of the famous thermic
baths. Play a little golf or tennis. Enjoy luxu-
rious comfort and delicious American and
Continental cuisine. •
Write, wire or phone for reservations today.
 /Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas 71901, (501) 623-7771
THE
•
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Murray.Shrine Club Holds
Wiener Roast At Kenlake
The Murray Shrine Club
held a wiener roast at the
Kenlake State Park pavilion
on Saturday, Oct. 21, at 6:30
Prb.
Those attending were the
Rev. Henry McKenzie, Morris
Bilbrey, and Messrs and
Mesdames Freed Cotham,
Jim Armbruster, Gene
Darnell, Jack Persal, Jack
Thompson, Jack Norwine,
Kenneth Jackson, Cliff Fin-
ney, Phil Crihfield, Clark Joy,
Edsel Beale, Leroy Todd, and
John Williams.
Members of the Murray
Shrine Club and also from
other parts of the area were a
part of the Murray State
University homecoming




Folsom, R. C. Jones; Cliff
Finney, William Moffett,
Bruce Wilson, Milton Jones,
Jack Person, Clark Joy, Jack
Thompson, Ecisel Beale, Jack
Norwine, Morris Bilbreyy Jim
Williams, Leroy Todd, Dan
Ross, and Gene Darnell.
Paducah was represented
by the Rizpah Temple
Oriental Band composed of
Kelly Somers, Jim Houston,
Jerry Hudgins, Gene Atkins,
Hubert Jackson, Terry
Smotherman, Ed Sullenger,
and T. J. Sullenger.
The Hopkinsville group
consisted of six shriners in the
V-W's known as the Con-
vertilxigs. Niunes were not
available.
Dover, Tenn., was
represented by the Stewart
County Motor Patrol. They
are members of the Al Menah
Temple in Nashville, Tenn.,
and they are Eddie Eiutart,
Robert Lee, . Larry Alford,
Frank Boaz, Gene Summers,
Earl Wallace Bailey Gofford,
and Carlton Bowman.
After the parade the Shrine
Nobles and their ladies met-at
the Woodmen of the World
building for a luncheon.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
- Rex Houston of Murray Iiini
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. -
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. George (Aline) Steele




accepted the surrender of
Japan on the USS Missouri
Sept. 2, 1945.
Free Chimney Inspections
Find out for certain if your chimney is
safe or if it is coated with dangerously
flammable creosote. Fires in chimneys
and stove pipes caused 3 million dollars
worth of damage last year. Next year
we will _charge for inspections, so take
advantage of this offer today.
Chimney Sweeps
Murray, Ky. 159-411118
OFFER GOOD IN CALLAWAY COUNTY ONLY!
_
RAISE UNICEF FUNDS — Murray High students Laura
Watkins, service chairman of the Tr -Alpha, and Mark
Young, UNICEF chairman of Hi-Y display a check for $307
which the two clubs raised in their annual service project.
The check will be sent to UNICEF. Mary Ann Russell is
sPoosor Qf the TrirAlpha andUoyd Hakty sponsors Hi-V.




FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER T,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
4( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)r
Your high hopes will be
realized before the week is
out. Everything in the im-
mediate future lopks good,
better, best!
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) d€17
A bold course of action is
your, best bet to resolve a




May 22 to June 21) no,
Be thick-skinned today or a
thoughtless remark will cause
you unnecessary hurt. Pay no
attention to criticism that's
Captain D's.
FISH D
ALL YOU CAN EA
'You get french trks, cole slaw,
hush puppies and










June 22 to July
The person your thoughts
revolve around is thinking of
you with longing, love and the
deepest, sincerest affection.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)4
Pay attention to body
signals. If you are tired this
p.m., give in, and take a short
but refreshing nap 'before
stepping out.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Don't expect miracles and
you won't be disappointed.
ly a minor ___,cloge
bete —
will occur in the situation that
concerns you.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Aril,
Don't let an undisciplined
friend encourage you to take a
step in the wrong direction. Do
what you think is right.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Your up-again, down-again
moods have those you love
confused. Why not share a
problem and profit from a
friend's wise advice.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21( e
If you make several key
phone calls today, you could
set plans in motion that would
result in a delightful weekend.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) //i
A tangle with authority is in
the cards you'll want to push
your Vietvpoifit, but a strategic
retreat might-be wiser.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your .remarkable patience
will be tried sorely. Don't
worry if you lose your temper.
It could make people sit up
and take notice.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar.20) X
Things will go well today
providing you use diplomacy
and tact when dealing with
personal or business matters.
YOU BORN TODAY enjoy
life- fully.: Your marvelous
enthusiann and extrovertish
ways are balanced by your
need to be alone to think,
meditate, sort out your life
goals. Quiet hours alone can
result in great productivity.
New Concord Club
Plans Meeting
Mrs. Reba Hughes will be
hostess fthe meeting of the
New Concord Homemakers
Club to be held Wednesday,
Nov. 8, at 1 p.m. at her home.
The club met for the October
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Ed Davis, who, also as
cultural arts chairman, gave
the devotion. The Lord's
Prayer was repeated in
unison.
Mrs. Davis presented the
minor lesson on a survey on
"Interior and Exterior
Winterization," and also the
major lesson on "Art
Appreciation and Collecting
Limited Edition Items." She
used many prints and items
that she has collected ..as
illustrations.
The president, Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, presided, and the
secretary, Mrs. Effie
Edwards, gave her reports.
The rec;eation was led by
Mrs. Rainey Lovins.
Mrs. Davis, assisted by Mrs.
Stubb1ffle1d, served refresh-










.- Walter 4 Dee ) Huddleston has
_earneclft_aupwri_pf Kentwics
voters in his bid for re-election
to the U.S. Senate.
In the weightier affairs of
state, Huddleston has shown
vision. When the heat was
building over his support of. the
Panama Canal treaties he held
his growid- and stuck to his
position. -
• That's the kind of stand that
• has earned Huddleston, a quiet
inocrest man, the respect of his
colleagues in the Senate. He
serves on the powerful Ap-
propriations Cc)mmittee, a gate
- through *Inch- most -Weral
• spending authorizations pass.
And, like- most politicians,
....ffuddleston has made mistakes
t7; such , as the $200,000 interest-
: l free loan from a Frankfort
t. bank which reached his cam-
paign coffers in 1972. But there
are no signs he profits privately
from his public office.
5:- Agree Or Not
_ _He has the experience and
ability to serve the citizens of
the commonwealth- well in-hi-s-
low-profile way. On the other
hand, his opponent, Louis
Guenther, has run a creditable
campaign, but it has failed to
catch fire. Guenther, a state
representative from Jefferson
County, has little experiencein
national politics.
Another name, well-known to
many throughout Kentucky,
will appear on Tuesday's
general election ballot. Carroll
Hubbard, Jr., is unopposed in
his bid to return to Washington
as the Representative from the
First District of Kentucky. -
We urge local voters to cast
their ballot for Dee rluddleston
in the Senate race and, even
though he's unopposed, pull the
lever beside Hubbard's name to
show support for his actions
thus far on Capitol Hill.




FRANKFORT — The 22 percent rate
-,--; increase on coal grantedthe Louisville
-;:. & Nashville Railroad has coal interests
;7 squealing and congressmen protesting.
. The Interstate Commerce Corn-
mission lone we granted the increase
0-- to the railroad that serves a great part •n-. of the Eastern Kentucky coal field. The
7.5 ICC tied some restrictions on the money
•-• to be dervied from the increase. This...-
• ...„ income is to go into a fund to buy ad-
ditional locomotives and hopper cars to
s.',. service its coal customers.>
But about as soon as the ICC lamed it
-,-.. decision, - the Kentucky - Railroad
' commission denied the increase for
coal delivered in Kentucky-,- and
Indiana followed the same pattern.
te4- The question now is can the Kentucky
.rig body make its action stick that
lifted the ICC action in the state.
- • Another question Is bow long *tit be. ._
ore other railroads are allowed the
increase on coal?
' There is no doubt in the minds for
air-thinking people that L. & N. is
. titled to a rate increase to cope with
creased operating costs, but there is
siderable doubt that the increase
'should be 22 per cent.
After all, the life of locomotives and
. hopper cars is 20 to 30 years. A high
ncrease such as this would amortize
4he cost of the new equipment in five or
;Spore years.
ke, The thing Kentucky coal operators
:4vho use L & N. are objecting to is that
  • :)f the rate increase is applied only to
::their coal it will put them at a disad-
4antage with coal being shipped on
her lines...
• ..", If the Kentucky Railroed Com-..z.
'X
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a seavice to our readers, The
Murray 'Ledger &A, Times
, periodically publishes thPaddresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
.Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
• 4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
• Murray Field Office, 753-1852
• Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg..
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
' State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2300 or by writing to them in care
of - the State Capitol , Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators






Murray, /5Y. 12071. 
."
mission action sticks, the price in-
crease cannot be levied for 210 days.
What the public should worry about is
that the freight increase will raise the
price of coal and consumers ultimately
will pay the hike in higher fuel bills
because most of the coal is used to
generate electricity.
For years the coal industry has been
complaining to L. & N. about
inadequate service. When L. & N.
moves for higher rates to provide
capital for new equipment, the coal
people bowl louder. They-Ares-1
satidied in either position.
The next question is how 1áijãill it
be before other railroads are allowed
rate hikes for coal equal to L. & N. They
are sure to follow with requests to ICC.
This would put Kentucky on equally
competitive footing with coal from
other states, but it won't relieve con-
sumers ;from paying -higher utility
rates.
The Kentucky Public Service
Commission has just made a decision
that utilities are to combine their old
fuel adjustment charges into regular
rates and not show it as a separate item
on the bill. However, the utilities must
file coal costs with the PSC. Future
hikes will be shown as a fuel ad-
justment charge.
Its a little hard from the average
citizen to understand that the federal
government is asking the coal industry
to double production by. 1985 when the
industry is now mining more coal than
the market can absorb.
The coal car shortage isn't as serious
as some in the industry would have you
believe although there has been a.
shortage. If a coal company doesn't get
cars today that it ordered, the order
will be repeated for tomorrow, thus
showing double demand for the same
cars
Some knowledgeable people in the
industry say that if L. & N. had supplied
all of the requests for hopper cars, and
if its locomotives had moved the coal,
there would be a surplus of coal on the
market and mines would be shutting
down awaiting orders.
There is a legitimate complaint about
service, and there is some legitimacy to
& N. seeking a rate increase. The
solution seems to be to strike a ham'
medium, but that isn't easy in this
scheme of human nature. r —
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve prOblems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
- envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been drawing
Social Security retirement for almost a
year, and I am still employed part-
Letters To The Editor
Objects To Clowns
Dear Edilor:
Attending the Murray State
University Homecoming Parade, cin
man entrust his life in the hands of
reckless individuals who care little
about you or your safety? This was
shown this year. My mother and I,-my
four year old son, and my 
the parade
old
daughter were attending 
and were standing and watching as the
parade began when a small motorized
car containing two Shriner clowns lost
control of the vehicle and drove through
the Crowd, completely nintiing over my
mothen who was holding my daughter
at the time, knocking her down,
bruising her badly across her body and
cutting the back of her head.
Praises Agency
Dear Editor:
' As a participant in the recent Com-
munity Meeting and Workshop on
alcoholism sponsored by the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Board, and held at
the Community Center and the Joseph
L Friedman Substance Abuse Center,
we though you should know of the
significant contribution being made to
the State of Kentucky and to your area.
As one who has worked in the field of
alcoholism and substance abuse some
18 years, it is very refreshing to witness
the outstanding work being done by the
Western Kentucky Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Board in the
Paducah, Fulton, Benton, Hopkinsville,
Clinton, Hickman, Murray and
Mayfield areas. You and the folks -in
Kentucky are most fortunate in having
such execellent mental health facilities
and such dedicated people who are
eager and-capable of serving problem
drinkers.
In a day and age when alcoholism is
on the increase. I hope that those who
can utilize the excellent services






For Greater ,New Orleans
Houstonftianored
Dear Editor:
At the recent meeting of the Priestley
Society which consists of Mayo Surgical
Alumni in San Diego, Dr. Hal Houston
actively participated.
He was the Chairman of one of our
scientific sessions and was the featured
after dinner speaker at the annual
banquet.
In addition, he was elected as vice-
president of this organization. I believe
that Murray, Kentucky, should, indeed,
be justifiably „proud of they ac-
complishments
Sincerely,
Jonathan A. van Heerden,..
fC)
Secretary-Treasurer
- -The Priestley Secie(y.-1------
-1 •
My little daughter fell to the concrete
cutting and bruising her forehead. At
the same time' it knocked my little son
down, rolling him over several times
and under a car beside us. He also
received a ' bruise on the head. A•
Murray City Policeman appeared on
the scene and asked if anyone was hurt
and needed an ambulance, and then left
as if he did not want to get involved.
The man driving the car told us his
name, where he worked and took off in
the vehicle again just as though nothing
had happened. We smelled what 
seemedto be liquor on their breath very
strongly and many people standing
around the scene made comments
about it. The policeman did not say a
word to them about driving while
drinking and saw the men as they
mounted the vehicle again and started
down the -street to continue leading the 
In the last few years the Shriners who
have been in the parade seem to be
getting more and more careless;
narrow streets with several motor-
cycles doing fast circles and figure
eights and clowns loAriotorized cars
who run so close to the crowd they
barely miss the people. At least one
time they did not miss. One mistake has
been made and one more could cause a
life to be lost.
I believe the Shriners should be
banned from the paradekecause of this
carelessness and disregard for the
safety and well-being of the spectators.
I. hope Murray State University will be
more careful about the people they let
in the parade next year. Or should we






The -Murray-Calloway League of
Women Voters would like to thank the
members of the city and county school
boards who met with league members
and with the public on October 23 to
discuss local education concerns.
Representing the Calloway County
Board of Education were Walter Byars,
Joe Dyer and Ferrell Miller. The
Murray City Board of Education WM
represented by Bill Adams, Melissa -
Easley and Don Henry.
-- Among the topics discussed were the
possible future merger of the two school
systems, the reorganization of the city
elementary schools, school bus'safety,
distribution of state !Rinds for
education, teacher accountability and
school board operations.
Board members indicated that they
welcome comments from their con-
stitutents. The participation of the
board members in this meeting en-
couraged the commuoication




-League -of Wurnen Voters
Looking Back
time. Due--W-the kind of job I hirea,z____
there is opportunity for advancement
over the years. I am trying to stay
within . the allowed income
requirements so that I can continue to
receive my full benefit. I would like to
be able to make plans for my future
income. Do you know, at this time, what
the allowed income will be for the next
several years? It would really help me
to know? — R.E. •
For Social Security beneficiaries
over the age 65 the allowed earning
would be increased to $4,500 in 1979,
$5,000 in 1980, $5,500 in 1961y. and to
$6,000 in 1982. After 1962, the $6,000 level
would increased automatically as wage
levettrise uge
-657 The annum ffenTif r-' •,r
1982 would- also be increased
automatically as wage levels rise. The
allowed amount of earnings is expected
t6 bell3,480 in 1979, $3,720 in 1980, $3,960
in 1981, and $4,200 in 1982.
Heartline has available a book that
explains in easy-to-understand
language the most common feeds of
the Social Security program. To order:
send $2.00 to "Heartline's Guide to
Social Security," P.O. Box 11934,
Chicego, Ill. 60611. Please allow six
weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I have heard that
Social Security recipients can have
their Social Security checks deposited
directly into their bank accounts. I am
--arailroad retiree and wonder if I can do -
the same, and what is the procedure -
involved in doing this? — W.S.
Railroad retirees can have their
annuity checks deposited directly in
any bank or similar financial
organization. To do this take your next
annuity check froni the board to where
you do your -banking and have •them
comPlete-the direct deposit form. This
should solve any future problems you
may have in receiving your annuity
check.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and
am drawing Sociiil Security benefits on
my own work record. I have a son 19,
who is premanently disabled. He has
graduated from high school and wishes
to further his education. Do you have
any suggestions that might make this
endeavor easier on him? — A.N.
There is a pamphlet put out by the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, entitled "Your Rights as a
Disabled Person." This booklet would
outline your son's rights to em-
ployment, health care, social and
rehabil.tation services, and also
educati , it also explains the rights to
educatioi of a disabled child. Free
single c ies are available from the
"Office ol Civil Rights, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare,"
Washington, D.C. 20201.
HEARTLINE: I know I have an
overpayment from prior training. Is it
possible to have a portion of my
monthly VA entitlement withheld to
apply to repayment and continue my
education with the reminder? — E.D.
This may be possible. If immediate
full repayment would ciiuse undue
hardship, you may request this monthly
repayment method. Upon VA approval,
a withholding will be established to
liquidate the overpayment within a
defined enrollment period.. • _
HEARTLINE: What happens...to the
Veterans Group Life Insurance if the
insured veteran failed to name a
beneficiary?
If no beneficiary has been
designated, payment will be made in
the following order: (1) widow or
widower; (2) child or children in equal
shares with the share of any deceased
child tieing distributed among the
descendants of that child; (3) parent(s)
in equal shares; (4) a duly appointed
executor or administrator of the in-
sured's estate; 0) other next-of-kin.
HEARTLINE: How is my VA
educational entitlement computed
while 1 am enrolled in a correspondence
course? — R.G.
'----fayezent ithesedon4Mgercett of VW
total charges for the course. One month




Richard M. Nixon and Spiro Agnew
have been elected president and vice-
president respectively of the United
States; however Calloway County cast
the majority of votes for the
Democratic candidates Hubert
Humphrey and Edmund Muskie.
Deaths reported include Fred Bar-
ber, Thomas Henry Lee. Mrs. &bed
Mary ) Dinkins, Major fret.) George
Franklin Gibson, Mrs. Opal Christine
Wilson, and Thomas J. Hutson.
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the
Murray State University Physical
Education Department, has been
named president of the Kentucky
Assocition Health, Ppysical Education,
and Recreation.
Sp5 Larry Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Williams, is now serving
with the U. S. Army First Infantry
Division in Vietnam.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the Wingo Indians in their
opening basketball game. Ernstberger
was higli scorer for calls-it-ay:
20 Years Ago
Fnank Albert Stubblefield rolled to an
overwhelming victory both in Calloway
County and the First District in his race
for the U. S. Congress in the general
election. ..._ -- -
The Murray School District voters
passed a proposed tax levy of 10 cents
per $100 of assessed valuation of
taxable property for the next two years.
Proceeds will be used to construct new
school rooms at Douglas High School.
The Murray Merchant Contest,
sponsored by The Ledger & Times and
twelve progressive merchants in
Murray, will begin tomorrow in the
Ledger & Times and continue for the
next twelve weeks.
In high school basketball games
Alm° beat Hazel and Kirksey beat Lynn
Grove. High scorers- for each team
were Ferguson-rot Almo with 78, Erwin
for 'Hazel with 16, Jones for Kirksey
with 16 and Butterworth for Lynn Grove
with 17.
Shoiving at ,tile Murriii_DriveIii
ThListre-tr-"*tintr kes. k -Flyer'




Storm-damage reports were flooding
the insurance offices in Murray after a
storin hit the area about a a.m. on the
morning of Nov. 5.
Barkley Jones, senior at Murray
Stare College, won the first District
Farm Bureau Speaking Contest. He is
from Lynn Grove.
Nancy Wolfson, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson of Murray, is one of
14 women students living at the
University of Wisconsin French House,
-Madison, WI&
- The Lynn Grove PTA Will sponsor a
duck derby tonight at the school. Music
will be by the Crossland Jamboree
Boys.
. Marriages announced include -Jackie
Maddox to Joe Graves Baker on Oct. 31. '
Showing at the Capitol Theatre Is Tim
Holt in "Guns of Hate."
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 6, the 310th
day of 1978. There are 55 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in histor4:
On this date in 1860, Abraham Lincoln
was elected the 16th president of the
United States. •
In 1913, the British arrested Indian
nationalist Mahatma Gandhi
In 1917, New York state adopted
suffrage for women.
In 1956, Dwight Eisenhower was the
winner in a presidential election.
'defeating Adlai Stevenson.
In 1972, the last of the American
Apollo moon missions was begun with
the launching of the Apollo 17
spacecraft. - -
Ten years ago: Vietnam peace talks
began in Paris.
Five years ago: Democrat Abraham
Beame was elected as New York City.
104th mayor.
One year ago:. A dam collapsed on the
outskirts of the Georgia town of Toccoa.
drowning at least 38 persons as a wall o.
water submerged a trailer park at a
college. •
Today's birthdays: Republican Sen.
Robert Griffin of Michigan is 55 years
old. Star pitcher John Candelaria of the
Pittsburgh Pirates is 25.
Thought for today. Never buy what
you do not want because it is cheap --
President Thomas Jefferson, 1743-1827.
Bible Thought
Woe he to the shepherds of Israel that
do not feed 'themselves! Should not the
shepherds feed the flocks? — Ezekiel
34:2.
The chierbusiness of the shepherd iS
to provide tordttiFleuf. In our area-at ,
responsibillty is our chief concern the,
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Agricultural Hedging Is
New Management Tool
By EHGENE L. CONNELLY
This is the third in a series of
three articles explaining the
use of the futures markets as
an agricultural management
_Awl. The first articie dealt
with the basic elements of the
futures markets; the second
discussed the reasons and
methods of hedging, in this
article, we will examine some
of the actual steps a
prospective hedger might take
before Pntering themarkets.
Hedging, as we have noted,
is a business tool. As such, it
- cannot be employed ar-
bitrarily or without careful
consideration. Rather, it is
best used as an integral part of
an overall management
of the cdhtract.
The second cost is a result of
the amount of money a buyer
or seller deposits with his
account executive, original
margin. While margin is not
actually an expense, the cost
of the money for the tinle it is
conunitted is a cost. If price
changes result in an
unrealized profit in the
hedger's account, money in
excess of the original margin
esesti crime may- be With-
drawn. Conversely, if the
price changes adversely and
the original margin is im-
paired, additional funds,
maintence margin, will be
required.
While the costs of hedging
program. _ . __are a minimal firm of (n-
it Is upon the surance against possibly
-- prospective hedger to be fully disasterous, adverse price
aware of the costs of his movements, consideration
'commodity as it effects his must be given to any cash flow
profit margins. He must also problems which might result
be able to relate his own if maintenance margin is
business to the factors of the required.
futares markets. Let us take a It has been our intention
look at some of the problems that this series would provide
and costs that could arise in a very basic understanding of
developing a hedge program. hedging: the advantages of
One of the principle being able to minimize ex-
disadvantages in hedging is posure to risks brought about
that there may be a difference by bolatile changes in corn-
in quality between your modity prices; the possible
production and those items dangers of uniformed use of
traded in the futures markets.
The greater the difference •
between the specifications of U"airymen Have
the futures contract and the
d Press
v. 6, the 310th
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date and are .not usually
available in every calendar
month. The further the lifting
of the hedge (offset) takes
place from delivery, the
greater the risk of price
variance.
As you can see, successful
hedging requires careful
study of many factors and
should not be undertaken




hedge transactions) to help
prospective hedgers plan a
program designed according
to their individual needs.
The use of a futures mer-
chant brings us to the costs of
hedging. There are two basic
costs: brokerage com-
missions, and interest cost on
the required margin deposits.
 Futures, brokerage- com-
missions can vary from firm
to firm but are generally quite
small in relation to the value
cash items being hedged, the Potential To Rai▪ segreater the possibility that the
hedge will not result in a
perfect hedge.
Another disadvantage
develops if the hedge requires
the cash transactiOn and
futures market offset to take
place in a month that does not production
etfe.,4_?_Le-eergracc-74'f4A84_4-:-.48t-Onar7-
Remember,• futures contracts tment of Agriculture points to
all call for specific expiration opportunities for Kentucky
dairy farmers to increase
their net incomes.
Kentucky ranks llth in the
nation in number of cows
producting milk with 278,000
and 13th in total milk
production of 2.466 billion
pounds last year. But Ken-
tucky ranks only 44th. in-
average production per cow -
8,871 lbs. compared with 14,517
lbs. for the top-ranking state
of Washington.
"This indicates a great
opportunity for Kentucky's
dairy industry to improve
production per cow and in-
crease net income per dairy
farm," says Gary Lane in the
UK College of Agriculture.
The key to taking advantage
of the opportunity, according
to the specialist, is more in-
tense management of dairy
farms and making  use el
iffOrmation available for
doing a better job of feeding
and breeding.
"With our good natural
• environment for cows and
excellent potential for forage
and grain production, Ken-
tucky could be one of the top-
ranking dairy states in the
U.S.," says Lane.
Increasing the percentage
of Grade A milk produced is
another opportunity the dairy
specialist sees for Kentucky.
Conditions on the farm
determine the grade, and 79
per cent of the state's milk
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the futures sztastatL and, the
fundamental costs of a hedge
program. No short series of
articles could possibly
acquaint you with all the
many factors that must be
examined before entering the
futures markets as a hedger.
Unsuccessful hedges are
generally the result of poor
timing and insufficient
knowledge.
I remains an undeniable
feet-that -the futures markets
are here to stay. Fttrther, to be
truly competitive in today's
business environment the use
of those markets to shift risk
and exposure is an invaluable









The fall of the year is a very
busy time in Calloway County.
It is this time of the year that
4-H clubs are reorganized for
the 4-H year. Whether you live
in the- city or county, attend
Southwest, North, East,
Murray Middle, Carter,
Calloway High or Murray
High, there is a place in 4-H
for all youth, ages 9-19.
- 4-H offers many op-
portunities for youth. There
are learning experiences in a
wide variety of projects, as
well as many recreational
activities such as 4-H camp,
skating parties, hay rides, and
0172.0 parties. Each year a
variety of special interest
activities such as craft day,
windowsill garden, gun safety,
American Private Enterprise,
horse, livestock, dairy judging
are offered to 4-H'ers'
4-H clubs depend on
volunteer leaders. There are
many good leaders working in
many ways to help the youth
in Calloway County to become
better citizens of today and
tomorrow through 4-H.
Clubs are presently meeting
bleach of the elementary
schools in the city and county.
For information on club
meetings and 4-H activities
contact Jane Steely at the
County Extension Office at
753-1452
Feeder Cattle Outlook Is
Brightest In Several Years
The price outlook for feeder
cattle is brighter this fall than
it hat been for sevesal yearS,
according to an economist at
the University of Kentucky.
"Feeder cattle supplies
have been reduced sub-
stantially," says Larry Jones,
in the,. UK College of
Agriculture. "The demand for
beef and feeder cattle is
strong."
He looks for both price-
strengthening factors toTheir Net Incomes continue in the feeder cattle
An Extension dairy market for thenext few years.
specialist says that a national The econeornist says that
summary of 1977 milk consumer demand for beef
probably will remain good at
jsttjLrQug 1971,__ey en 
thotigh - -there -fffe 'Un-
certainties.
"We are a meat-eating
society with a stronge
preference for beef," says
Jones, adding that "this is
expected to continue despite
the adverse publicity beef
receives from time to- time,
based on dietary goals or the
relative inefficiency o of
growing grain to feed cattle to
a choice finish in the feedlot.-
lEgher levels of consumer
income likely will continue to
support growth in the demand
for beef, according to the
economist, even though he
recognizes_ that there may be
some weakness in the general
economy during the next year
or so.
Another harvest of large
according to the economist,national crops of corn and
soybeans this fall should keep because there will be strong
the supply f concentrate competition between cow-calf
feeds plentiful and prices __MINshicers and cattle feeders_
igworable_fot. tattle feedint to_fOr heifer calves.
A large Percentage of
heifers will have to go into the
breeding herd to rebuild it.
"'this causes feeder cattle
supplies to drop even faster
than the decline in the calf
crop," says Jones, "and can
hold down feeder cattle
supplies even after ,the calf
crop begins to rise."
The rise in feeder cattle
-rt 
prices has been substantial
this year. Choice steer calves
and yearlings are selling for
about $20 more per cwt. than
they were a year ago.
Such large price increases
are not likely during the next
few years even with the
declining supply of feeder
cattle, according to Jones. He
points out that "cattle feeders
will not be able to afford to pay
the high prices resulting from
such rises unless the fed cattle
slaughter market goea up
faster and to higher levels
than now, appears likely."
Based on a forecast of
choice slaughter steers selling
in the mid-$50s per cwt. this
9—sr-ye-AMU cattle 
feedershave already bid
feeder cattle prices above
_levels that will leave them a
margin of profit.
He expects feeder cattle
prices to stay near_ current
levels if fed cattle prices hold
in the mid-$50s the rest of this
year.
For a longer-term view,
however, a 'rising fed cattle
market 'would support higher
prices on feeder cattle. As a
rule of thumb, Jones says that
if corn costs $2.543 a bushel
cattle feeders can afford to
pay about $9 more per cwt. for
feeder cattle for each $5 rise
per cwt. in fed cattle prices.
EVen with • some 'tan-
certainties, Jones says that
the outlook is for a strong
feeder cattle market for
several years. The market
should be attractive to call
producers and a few years it
likely will spur a rapid ex-
pansion in the nation's cow
herd, according to the
economist. But he also expects
prices for replacement
breeding stock to rise.
. "With this rise coming,
cattlemen should plan ex-
pansion carefully on the basis
of prospects for the market
when their calves will be














...with our livestock loans.
Raising livestock is your business
ours is financing agriculture
We re the farm credit people
That* oiX specialty
So when you ve got a
hvestock plan that calls for
caith count on PCA
leaders in livestock knancing
We understand your needs large
and smaN Arid we re committed to
helping you achieve your goals
You It find that PCA has the flexibility
to tailor loan terms and re-
payment to fit your particu-
lar plan We hoar you talk
trig We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money. you can raise
livestock your way
Jackson Purchase PCA
• 395 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
LET'S TALK.
mid-winter or longer, ac-
cording to Jones. If feed prices
continue favorable, it will help
keep the demand for feeder,
cattle strong.
The economist points out,
however, that it will take a
large soybean crop to keep
soybean meal prices
favorable for feeding. There is
a strong domestic and foreign
demand for soybeans in the
face of low carryover stocks- ,
an important factor in the
price of meal which Is the
most widely used protein
supplement for feedlot cattle.
Massive liquidation of the
nation's beef cow herd since
1975 has produced the dwin-
dling supply of feeder cattle.
Last July 1 there were about
34.1 million calves weighing
under 500 pounds and outside
of feedlots. This was 10 per
cent fewer than in 1977 and 20
per cent fewer than in 1975.
Jones looks for the feeder
cattle supply to continue to
shrink during the next few
years. With the sharply
reduced cow herd, smaller
calf crops are in prospect.
Estimates are that the Jan. 1
l97 nflTm ess
than 48 million head of cows on
farms and ranches..
"It would tabs.-an --ex-
cfptionally nigh -ratving rate
of 93 per cent to produce as
many calves as the 1978 calf
crop estimate of 44,1 million
head," says Jones.
With the current slow rate at
which cattlemen are keeping
back -heifer calves for herd
replacements, there is little
chance for a significant in-
crease in cow numbers. Jones
expects small calf crops for
two or three more years - the
time it will take to get the cow
herd built back up to where
-the calf crop can start in-
creasing very much.
The small calf crops will













Where do these steaks
come from? How are
they identified?
They are cut from the
pork shoulder Boston
style. The most impor-.
rant identifying charac-
teristic is the blade bone.
It may resemble a reverse
7 (7-bone) or it may he
almost straight.
How are they prepared?
Pork shoulder steaks can
be either braised or broil-
ed, indoors or out. To
braise, brown the steaks,
add seasonings and a
small amount of Ii' '''1,
cover and cook s y.
45 to 60 minutes or un- -
til done. To broil, place
the steaks, cut about %
inch thick, on broiler rack
or grill 3 to 4 inches from
heat and broil at mod-
erate temperature 20 to
30 minutes or until done.
Pork steaks are often
marinated. before broil-
ing. Ships cuffrosni port'
steaks also can. be stir
fried in a small amount





have to produce an additional
3 million-plus acres of grain
crops to make up for the in-
come lost if tobacco
production were eliminated,
according to J. Robert Wade,
president of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation.
Since 3 million additional
acres of usable cropland don't
exist, the "notion that
alternative forma_ _ of
agricultural production can
magically take up the slack if
tobacco is eliminated is an
absurd, factless fantasy,"
Wade said.
Wade's comments came in
testimony prepared for
delivery at a Senate Com-
merce eubconunittle heating
in iFeirring Green °Ct. 24. The
hearing, chaired by sub-
committee chairman Sen.
Wendell Ford, was designed to
gather information con-
cerning tobacco's impact on
the state's economy.
Wade baaed his projections
on the fact that at current
yields and commodity, prices,
it would take approximately







Can't get out to make
a deposit today? No
problem. Now we're as
close to you as your
nearest mail box! You
can do most transac-
tions by, mall for sav-
ings, checking and loan
payments Its that easy.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
corn and soybeans to generate
the same amount of income
that the state's 215,000 acres of
tobacco brought to Kentucky
farmers last year. Last year's
Kentucky tobacco crop
returned $619 million to
producers, according to
USDA.
Wade likened tobacco in
Kentucky to "what the stork
market is to Wall Street, autos
19. Didrott and touriatii_.ta
Florida. Take away tobacco,
and you've taken away
Kentucky's economic soul."
Wade said tobacco growers
are "weary" of the federal
government's anti-tobacco
activities, and blamed a 9.8
per cent decrease- in the. -
states cigarette consumption-




harrassment from the federal
government.
If that trend were to expand
into a "nationwide cigarette
sales slump," Wade noted, "it
would be only a short time
large number of Kentucky
farmers.. . would be face-to-
face with financial
catastrophe."
Wade said any decline in
Kentucky's tobacco industry
-would cause significant ripple
effects in many other parts of
the state's economy.
Government services, in-
cluding education, would be
reduced if a significant share
of tobacco-related tax
revenues were eliminated, he
-noted:- }
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Fresh dairy products,
which are highly perishable,
-Should be kept clean, cold
and tightly covered, say food
specialists with the Coopera-
tive Extension -Service of
UK's College of Agriculture.
Fresh milk, cream and milk
products should be refriger-
ated as soon as possible after
purchase or delivery. Letting
milk stand in sunlighl causes






THIS OFFER IS GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER
AND DECEMBER OF 1978!
MAGNAVOX 19" COallt
TELEVISION SET. ..rim
Model 4310 - With 19" diagonal screen A 34800 VALUE
YES! YOU GET THIS MAGNAVOX PORTABLE COLO
LEVISION SET FREE WHEN YOU BUY A NEW STEIGER
CTOR — OR ARRANGE FOR A LONG TERM LEASE (3
EAR MINIMUM)
Now they're here for you
to see! The all-new Steiger
four-wheel drive tractors.
More power, easier han-
dling and more comfort.
You-get a choice of nine
models ranging from 210
to 325 hp ... Cummins or
. Cat diesels . . . inline 6's
and V- 8's. And now,
heater, air conditioner and
AM/FM stereo radio and
tape are standard on all
models.
Climb up and get the
feel of a new Steiger. Ask
for a test driv.e now.
Town EQUIPMENT CO.
1UNITIDN Or HIGHWAY121 - SEDALIA ROAD- MAYFIELD
'PHONE 2474020 AFTER 5:00 P.M. PHONE 753-7452
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Agronomist Says Wild
Cane Cut Corn Yield
. , .
./ Varying degrees of wild festations in other parts of the
cane infestations in Kentucky state are now common. Wild
cons fields liarse-eut yields by cane has been devastating M
an average of 20 to 30 percent other corn-producing states of
this - year according to Dr. the nation and Kentucky
William Witt, extension weed growers are urged to be wary
control specialist, University of it.
of Kentucky. Recent field tests at Kansas
Dr. Witt says wild cane is State University, for example,
not ,one of the biggest weed showed that corn grown in an
problems in Kentucky corn in untreated field infested ,with
terms of acreage, but that it-is wild cane will yield bout 36
extremely difficult to sup_ bushels per acre, Tbe average
press and could become as corn yield in Kentucky today
damaging as joluisongrass - is about 90 btishels per acre.
Kentucky's number one weed "Wild cane is a very
- if not controlled. vigoroaS competitor with corn
Wild cane is a forage-type and soybeans, but more so in
sorghum that grows up to 12 torn," Dr. Witt says. "The
feet tall and towers above weed responds very well to
corn. Mature plants „ are fertilizers and it is a bigger
spotted easily because,of their problem in corn because
height and droo ; heads growers tend to use a lot ofT=42
that are about a
quarter of shiny black
or brown seeds. The seed head
"explodes- late in the corn
season and spreads as many
as 300 viable weed seeds
around the plant. The seed is
spre,ad further by transient Farmers Participate
harvesting equipment and
livestock, water runoff and
crop seed. Because of the
weed seeds' long dormancy
period, the seeds can remain
potent in the soil for eight to 12
nitrogen in the soil."
Dr. Witt says there. are no
registered foliar herbicides in
Kentucky to treat' wild cane -
and supplemental fall tillage
after harvest is usually not an
effective weed control method
because of the long dormancy
period of the wild cane seeds.
"The best way to control
wild cane is to revent it," Dr.
ilifW _says- • 'Next spring,
growers should use a preplant
herbicide like Sutan + in light
infestations or Eradicane in
heavy infestations. But
growers can't treat it once and
forget about it. The long
dormancy period of the seeds
make wild cane infestations
unpredictable. Growers have
to establish an annual wild
can
POINSETTIAS INDICATE that Christmas will be here
soon. Jackie Parker, left, and Betty Pounds, Horticulture
-class members at Calk/way County High School, are pic-
hired caring for poinsettias in the school greenhouse.
The students are growing red, pink and white poin-
settias as a part of their instruction and experience ac-





tlemem a 'nut the possibility of
nitrate poisoning when taking
advantage of low•cost cattle
feed left in fields after corn
and other grains are har-
vested.
'This year we anticipate
problems especially in areas
of western Kentucky where
drouth hurt crops last sum-
• says Duane Miksch, a
specialist in the University of-
Kentucky College of
Agriculture who is
Plan Approved For Selling,
e treatment Pmgrain" Harvesting Wiid Ginseng
Calloway County F 
In Fire Essay Contest
Wild ginseng, considered a
uture -potentially endangered"
species, can be harvested and
sold this year in Kentucky.
The Division of Regulatory
Services of the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture has agreed to
conduct a voluntary
registration prOgrairr --and
The Calloway County home. These fires often stem 
compile statistics on the
from some of these causes: purchase and sale of ginseng
years:- Chapter of Future Farmers of harvested in the state.
Dr. Witt says most of the America recently participated 
smoking in bed, overloading 
The plan which. involves.-a-gine-,,Rresteutiou-_,FlaaaAL—electrical outlets, children.
been confined to the Ohio Contest in conjunction with -1513P-with 
thatches,
River Valley area but in- National Fire Prevention
Week. The following is the
ermrung essay written by
not 1"w-ear-That Tripp Furches. away burning cigarettes,
one's got a mashed fender Fire prevention is a term for improper storage of oily or
...00000h, that is our car..." the 'many safety measures greasy rags and last but not
used to keep harmful fires least placing space heaters too
close to curtains and otherfrom starting. Three million
major fires occur every year furniture.
!filling some-12,000 Americans The causes have been
and seriously injuring some mentioned, now let's mention
300,000 others. the prevention methods.
With these broad statistics Trash and clothing should be
on fire certainly fire thrown away. Gasoline, paint
prevention is a must. There and oily rags should be stored
• 
are three main methods of fire in tightly closed containers
-t,30oci thrig we've got prevention: 11 laws and away from heat. An elec-
the Shiekir regulations, 2) inspection of
buildings and other property,
n•Anv. &erne -
Mr* 1,..wance.44.1•91 r...4 va,d :3 ) education ibotil fire
Ronnie Ron 
hazards and fire safety.
8200 fires occur every day,
210 E. Main 753-0489  of these some 1500 occur in the through a door hinge. Parents
  should teach children about
the Tractor Specialist presents 
fire and fire safety. Since







New 504-cube Case-built turbo diesel.
New "Presideritti Chair!' New cab..New
hydraulics, new trasmission and dozens ,
more features for-your comfort and -field
productivity. Whether you're a "Case man—
or not, you should see this new farm
power. from the company that builds
nothing but tractors to serve the agri-
_,cUltural market. WO





proper storage of flammable
liquids, improper use of
gasoline, carelessly throwing
Dealers who take or sell
ginseng out of the state must
register with Regulatory
Services and submit quarterly
reports along with purchase
record forms collected from
buyers.
"A dealer has the respon-
sibility to distribute purchase
record forms to buyers,
request that they keep ac-
curate records, and collect the
forms from buyers when
making purchases," aYs
dealers, has been approved by
the Endangered Species
Scientific Authority.
"Since Kentucky has no law
specifically , covering the
harvest of wild ginseng, the
plan will have to be complied
with voluntarily by all con-
cerned," says H.F. Massey,
director of Regulatory Ser-
vices. He : adds, "We are
carrying out the to
help the industry s
Ginseng diggers have the
responsibility to practice
conservation in harvesting the
"potentially endangered"
When shipping ginseng out
of the state, the dealer must
certify ,that the ginseng roots
in the shipment were taken
frnm the wild in accordance
with state-law in one or more
states approved by fire
Endangered Species Scientific
Authority for the 1978
collecting season.
The certification is required
by the permit section of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Massey suggests that any
dealer buying from another
dealer in Kentucky also should
reqillre that the certification
statement be on the invoice or
bill of sale.
A trail of records will have
to be kept so that certified
ginseng can be traced back to
the original source, according
to Massey..
--." -or-Itpler-Ther-itilyst-
you ship out of state 2,000
pounds of ginseng which you
certify as Kentucky ginseng,
you will need records showing
from whom it was purchased.
Each of the individuals or
firms from whom you bought
the ginseng likewise will have
to have such records and so on
back to the diggers."
headquartered at Princeton.
"Some of the corn planted
for grain didn't yield enough
to harvest," -says- Miksch.
"Cattlemen who are short of
feed will be grazing the stover
and all the crop residues they
can in harvested fields.
Nitrate problems . are a
possibility on into the winter."
High nitrate levels can
accumulate in forage during
periods of drouth, sudden
changes in the weather, or
-when fields are heavily fer-
tilized with nitrogen, ac-
cording to the veterinarian.
Concentrations are highest in
the lower part of the stalk.
"When cattle eat plants
containing normal amounts of
nitrates they convert the
nitrates to protein," Miksch
says. "But when nitrates are
consumed faster than they can
be converted to protein, they
enter the bloodstream as
nitrite. This makes the blood
unable to carry oxygen."
Symptoms of nitrate




and eyes with dilated pupils.
"Some cattle may die within Carefully choose the foods
an hour after symptoms air- you buy for snacks as well as
pear, but Camost will live three meals, say-mja I oat the _vat tc:_...mwisemee. foodvt specialists
four or hours - giving you a with the Cooperative Exten-
tIC"-saYs Mfftset ;Suffc'ealr°n of Agreculture. Buy more
is the cause of death in nitrate
poisoning. 
fruits, such as apples, oranges
. Severely affected cattle that 
and bananas, and fruit
recover may continue to
breathe hard for 10 to 14 days,
according to the veterinarian.
Pregnant cows may abort
after recovering from nitrate
poisoning.
Volunteer corn or sorghum
likes-and buy smaller
amounts of foods with high
fat and sugar content. With
fruits and fruit juices, you
will get valuable...nutrients. and
won't be paying 'Ibr extra
sugar and fats.
trician should insect homes species - harvesting only
regularly and replace any mature plants after the seeds
wiring that appears ragged or have ripened. They also
worn. Also, never run elect- should furnish buyers the
month that ginseng was dugtrical wires under carpet or
and the county where it was •
dug.
Buyers must keep a 'villa"
. ginseng purchase record."
This is given ,to _the dealer _
whom the ginseng is sold.
Massey suggests that a buyer .
make two copies of the pur-
chase record. The name of the
digger should be on the copy
kept in the buyer's files but
may be left off the copy for-
warded with the ginseng. ,
causes of, fire causing some
75,000 fire i yearly simply by
playing with matches.
The community as a whole
can aid in fire prevention
simply by observing National
Fire Prevention yiligk during
the week of October 9th. This
is the anniversary of the
Chicago fire of 1871. During
fire prevention week home
owners, stores and factories,.
should strive to clean up trash
and other rubbish from
around their place.
Year around most local fire
departments 1n -most cotze.
munities • carry on special
inspections and educational
programs.
You as an individual may
further aid in the struggle
.against fire by simply obeying
fire related laws and using





the UK Cape of Aoriculturit
Food specialists with the
Cooperative Extension Service
of UK's College of Agricul-
ture say it's better to buy a
large, whole chicken than two
small chickens because it has'
more meat on the bone.,
FARMERS!
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plants that come up after
harvest may have very higt,
levels of nitrates. Soine.wegds
also May store filtrates at higt,
levels, but cattle generally
won't eat them unless other
feed is scrace.
Miksch says you can in-
crease your cattle's tolerance
to high levels of nitrates by
allowing high-nitrate forage to
make up only a small part of
the diet at first. Supplying
cattle with plenty of energy,
vitamin A and trace minerals
also will help.
"If you see symptoms of
nitrate poisoning, remove
cattle from the field and feed
them a high concentrate
ration," advises Miksch. He
says that sick animals may
respond to treatment by a
veterinarian. .
Forages may be tested for
nitrate leveL Veterinarians
and county Extension agents
for agriculture have in-
formation on taking samples
and getting the tests run.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK Collepe of Agriculture
4 WHEEL DRIVE PULL
— -West ,Ky. Exposition Center
Murray State University















Saturday, November 11, 7:30 p.m.
ADMISSION
$4.00—Adults -$3.00—Students OOChkJren (6-1-2
Five (5) vehicles constitutea class. Three classes by weight in two (2)
divisions as follows - plus open class. Winners tlike all in 7,000
pound maximum class.
Entry Fee — $1 5.00
swooLlowe.rirtiwerby•wwww..m%•••ww.clocw...w......
1St-STATE RULES APPIV
4,000 STOCKS (MATCH ENTRY FEE)
5,500 POUNDS UNDER STOCK lst-$125.00, 2nd - $100.00, 3rd -$75.00,
6.500 POUNDS UNDER STOCK -I 4th-$50.00, 5th- $25.00. 6th- $25.00
4.000 MODIFIED (MATCH ENTRY FEE)
5.500 POUNDS UNDER MODIFIED -list-4125.00, 2nd- $100.00, 3rd -$75.00.
6,500 POUNDS UNDER MODIFIED/ • 4411-$50.00, 5th-$25.00, 6th-$25.00
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urray Trips, Peay. Zips to 23-17 Victory
Keith Wright snores o pass as Murray State's Lindsey Hudspeth defends. Hudspeth intercepted a






One thing's for certain: don't
ever get the nation's best
rialed.
Murray State's - Mike
Dickens completed nine of 12
first half pamea,-hist-hed three
picked off in a wild fourth
quarter by Austin Peay's top-
ranked secondary as the
Governors rallied for a 23-17
Ohio Valley Conference
victory Saturday at Municipal
Stadium.
-Austin - Peay entered the
game with a defense that had
allowed only 53 yards a game
by opponent passers, the
lowest average among any
Division I-AA school. But
Dickens riddled that secon-
dary in the first half as the
Racers jumped to a 17-9
halftime lead.
Murray once led 17-3; but
the Goys' Craig Woods scored
on an 11-yard run to pull his
team within eight points.
Austin Peay held the Racers
scoreless the rest of the way,
but Murray coach Mike
Gottfried felt that it was as
much his team's inability to
gain momentum as it was the
Governor defense that stalled
the Racers.
"We came out in the second
half, dropped a pass in our
• first series and fumbled in our
second, and it was all downhill
from there," said Gottfried.
"We were just bogged down as
a team."
Between Murray's first two
possessions of the second half,
Woods scored again, this time
from two yards out, to pull
Austin Peay within 17-15. A
two-point pass attempt to tie
the game failed.
The Governors kicked off,
-iintL-- -Etttrirtr7Lee-nfohnsoit.=—_
fumbled on the third play at
• his 40-yard line. Murray was
penalized 15 yards fur
facemasking, nullifying a
quarterback sack by the
Henry Clay, Corbin, Fulton City All To Miss Prep Playoffs
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
lineup for Friday's first round
of high school playoffs is set,
but it doesn't include three
stellar clubs who figured to
c challenge for state cham-
pionships in their respective
classes.
- Previously unbeaten
Lexington Henry Clay, Corbin
and Fulton City saw perfect
seasons come to an unex-
pected end last weekend, and
in the process each blew a spot,
in this week's playoffs.
Women Harriers
6th In Region II
„ Raleigh; N.C. — Wendy
Slayton placed 22nd to pace
the Murray State women's
cross country team to a sixth-
-place finish in the 12-team
Region II championships
Saturday.
Slayton completed the 5,000
meter course to 19:18.6 in help
the Racers compile 154 points.
North Carolina State won the
event with 35 points, followed
by Virginia (51), Tennessee
(86), North- Carolina (132),
Kentucky (149), Murray,
Richmond (167), Morehead
(202), William and Mary
(227), Wake Forest (242) and
James Madison (258).
Diane Holmes was the next-
best Murray finisher, placing
27th in 19:25.1. Other Racer
runners, their places and
times were Glenda Calabro,
35th, 19:48.1; I3ecky Beckman,
41st, 20:36; Sharon Macy,
45th20 : 28.9 ; Lynn Barber,
49th, 20:39.8 and Lisa Baker,
54th, 21:11.4.
The Murray women will be
idle until the Road Relay in
Murray Dec. 2, an event in
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Henry Clay, top-ranked in
State AAAA, lost its first game
in 10 starts in a 14-13 setback
to fifth-ranked Lexington
Lafayette. Kennie Menniefield
accounted for both touch-
downs and Dan Bishop added
two conversion kicks to fuel
the Lafayette comeback from
a 13-0 deficit.
No. 2 Corbin of State AA,
now 9-1, lost a playoff
showdown 'when it fell 19-15 to
Middlesboro. Donnie Cox and
Mike Williams scored fourth
_quarter touchdowns  as
-Middlesboro:— tame froth::
behind.
' No. 2 Fulton City of State A,
now 8-1, was rudely sidelined
44-43 by Fort Campbell.
The Henry Clay loss means
that the top three teams in last
week's State AAAA poll will be
on the sidelines when playoff
competition begins Friday. In
fact, half of the 20 teams in the
four state polls have been
sidelined. Such novel hap-
penings are avoided in Jef-
ferson County AAAA, where
district rtumersup still make
the playoffs.
Four other ranked teams
were beaten, and one of those
games had a major impact on
the plipsoffs.
No. 1 Trinity of Jefferson
County AAAA was stunned 7-3
by DeSales, which used the
upset to win the district title
and earn a bean opposite
unranked Butler. Stuart,
despite a 27-12 win over
Central, finished second in the
district and must open the
playoffs against No. 3 Bishop
David.
And that is no bargain,
considering that Bishop David
rang up a:14-13 win over No. 2
St. Xavier last weekend.
No. 2 Bowling Green,
eliminated from the playoffs
by a 29-28 loss to No. 4
• Christian County early in the
season, ended its season on a
—sour note with a 17-14 loss to
Warren Central. It was
Bowling Green's first loss to a
team other than Christian
County in three years.
No. 3 Greenup County,
knocked out of the playoffs by
_ a 16e14 setback to Boyd County
two weeks ago, was bombed
41-4) by Huntington, W.Va.
East.
State A completeda 9-0 season
with a 69-20 rout of Phelps.
No. 1 Breathitt County of
State AAA ended an 11-0
season last week.
No. 4 Somerset of State AA
won a playoff showdown by
bouncing Russell County 28-7
as Tom Venable accounted for
three touchdowns, and No. 4
Tompkinsviple of State A got a
playoff bid with a 47-7 rout of
Caverna, eliminating No. 5
Hancock County, which
downed RusseUyjlle 24-14.
No. 4 Meade County of State
RAA-lbtlshed on—a--winning
note with a 44-0 rout of
Breckinridge, but Shelby
County won the playoff spot
with a 15-9 double overtime
squeaker over Grayson
County.
-Erlanger Lloyd's 27-0 win
over Covington' Catholic was
enough to knock a pair of State
AAA powers. Na. 3 'Fort
Thomas Highlands and No. 5
Newport Catholic, out of the
playoffs. Highlands, last
year's Class AAA champion,
closed its yearVith a 14-7 win
over Campbell County while
°Neerport Catholic outscored
Clark County 36-22.
Heath, ranked third in State
AA but unlucky enough to be
in the same district with
Mayfield, completed a 9-1
season with a 41-0 pummeling
of Ballard Memorial.
•
In other showdowns for
playoff spots, it was Boone
County 22, Simon Kenton 0;
Franklin County 25, Laurel
County 3; Franklin-Simpson
35, Barren County 12;
Woodford County 14, Mon-
tgomery County 7; and
Marion County 30, North
Hardin 7.
Beechwood earned a playoff
spot with a 34:0 win over Scott
School, thanks to Bellevee's
18-0 win over Dayton.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No.4 Ballard got by Westport
14-7 and No. 5 Fern Creek
blanked Manual 8-0 to earn a





—State AAA: No. 2 Russell
blaSed Portsmouth, Ohio, 28-
6.
-In other gamiest_ tap-ranked.. ,Stette
.gife• 4444aft.)41-: needed alree-e*ert4ne-s, 42.44—
re d to 10-0 with a 35-6 Sullitt Centra113-18.
pmiiThgsof Paducah Thin- —State A, No. 8 Rfehmond
man an o. 1 Paintsville of Madison, 7-3, was idle.
Racer defenders, and Woods
rambled 30 yards around left-
end two plays later for\ Austin
Peay's first lead.
"We got behind, and seemed
to be on a treadmill. We just
couldn't get anything going,"
said Gottfried.
The Governor offense never
threatened, thereafter, but
didn't have to. Murray ad-
vanced deep into Austin
Peay's half of the field three
more times, but the in-
terceptions destroyed any
comeback hopes.
.Gn the - -Reesesi - first
possession of the fourth
quarter, Dickens found David
Thomas for an 11-yard
completion, but his next at-
tempt was intercepted by
Dexter Freeman at the Goys'
30-yard line.
Murray niounted another
threat midway through the



























Rushing - Danny Lee Johnson, 29-
125, Mae Dickens, I-23; Tyros Brown,
9-17; David Thomas, 1-3; George Tur-
nley. 2-0.
Passing - Mike Dickens, 14-27-3
(1611
Receiving - David Thoma"-40; Jeff
Braaten, 4-48; Greg King, 3-19; Tyrus
Brown, I-4,
Punting - Wes furgerson, 5-216.
432
Punt returns -- Baly Lewis, 3-7.
Kickoff returns - George Turnkey, 2-
39. Aestine PerMe, 1-23; Lewis,1-23.
MU - Donny Lee Johnson, i run;
Dewy Ebert, kick; 7:19, 1st.
AP - Ray Hampton, 35 FG; 2:26, 1st.
MU - Mite Dickens, 1 rue; Mimi,
Mick; 12:43, 21,0•
MU - Elbert, 29 fG; 2:03, 2nd.
AP - Craig Woods, 11 rant pass
fails; 9:58, 2nd.
AP - Woods, 2 run; pass fails; 8:88,
3rd.
AP - Weeds, 30 rya; Brewer, run;
6:37 3rd.
pull within 26 yards of a score.
But Dickens' aerial was
picked off again at the Austin
Peay 26, this time by
linebacker Danny Brock.
With time 'running out,
Austin Peay picked up two
first downs on its subsequent
peasessioft. The Racers finally
regained possession at their 15
with 1:25 left, but without a
timeout.
A draw by Johnson that
gained only four yards and an
incomplete pass cut Murray's
chances in half;but a personal
foul against . Austin Peay
moved the ball 15 yards and
gave the Racers another first
down.
Dickens was sacked trying
to pass on the next play, but he
scrambled on second down
long enough to find Thomas at
the Austin Peay 33.
Jeff Braaten grabbed p •
stdeftne-pass from Dickens-En--
advance his team to the 16,
and with 11 seconds left, the
Governor homecoming crowd
of 8,000 rose in anticipation.
They were satisfied; as
sensor defensive Mike Betts
grabbed Dickens' desperate
loft at the gal line slid alertly
smothered the ball at the 13 to
seal Austin Peay's fifth win in
eight games.
The first half iwas- all
Murray. Johnson, who picked
up 125 yards rushing, scored
from one yard halfway
through the first quarter.
Johnson now needs 236 yards
in his last two games to break
the single-season Racer
--rushing record o1-t;403 yards.
After a Ray Hampton field
goal from 35 yards to pull the
Goys within 7-3, Dickens
scored on a one-yard dive and
Denny Elbert booted a 29-yard
field goal to give Murray its
17-3 advantage.
Lindsey Hudspeth picked off
a Brewer pass _after Elbert
-had—Missed earlier io the
quarter and returned it 32
yards to the Governor 24 to set
up Elbert's successful kick.
,Murray had an opportunity..
to score a touchdown with
fourth and goal at the Goys' 1-
yard line, but a delay-of-game
penalty moved the ball to the
six before Elbert's miss.
"Good teams can play
without momentum and still
win, but we're not good
enough OF do that," said
Gottfried. "We have to play
with intensity throughout to
have a chance, and we didn't
do that."
The loss dropped Murray's
overall record to 4-5 and 1-4 in
the OVC. The Racers travel to
Charleston, Ill., to face
Eastern Illinois,- raaked No. 7
in Division II polls. "We'd
better be up for that game, 'or
we'll be blown out," said
Gottfried.
Murray closes its season
Nov. 18 against Western
Kentucky—At _Rey _Stewart
Stadium. The Hillteppers
clinched a tie for the league
title by mauling Middle
Tennessee 54-0 Saturday.
Murray State's Danny lee Johnson is hemmed in by Austin Peay defenders Rkhard Wozniak (74)
and Danny Brock Saturday in an Ohio Valley Conference contest in Clarksville, Tenn. Johnson
picked up 95 yards on the ground in the first half but was limited to 30 in the second es the
Governors won 23-17.




• Wl'e do professional work
• We do only the work you
authorize
• We return worn-out parts














HELPS ENSURE QUIET OPERATION
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil .change
• Helps ensure smooth performence. reduces the
chances of wear • Please call for appointment
• Includes light trucks.
HELPS ENSURE QUICK COLD WEATHER
STARTS, RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
. • Electronic errgine, charging. and starting system
plugs, condenser. rotor • Set dwell and timing •
• Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW. and light trucks
'391t 4i 3 '4t
846888_,0.
Includes parts and labor—no extra
charge for air conditioned cars.
$4 less for electronic ignities.
analysis • Install new points.












• Inspect and rotate all 4 tires
• Set caster, camber. and toe-In
to proper alignment • Inspect




NELP$ MAINTAIN STOMPING POWER
2-Wheal Front Disc: Install new
brake pads and grease seals- •
Resurface front rotOrs • Repack
-whoretireffiriii. 4- rhea
calipers and hydraulic system •
Add fluid (does not include rear
wheels)
a-Wheel Drum: Install new brake
lining, all 4 wheels • New front
grease seals • Resurface drums
• Repack front bearings • In-
spect hydraulic -system • Add
fluid








• Check entire cooling system
and winterize to -20• protec-
tion • Pressure test system •
Check and tighten all hoses .40
Inspect fan belts.
'6-month FREE replacement of
any coolant loss. provided sys
tern not damaged due to
dent
3 DAY BATTERY SALE
Goodyear All-Weather Battery
$ 95 Cremes 24, 24F,22F, with exch.
FREE INSTALL***
A dependable. thrifty priced battery-loaded with quality
features. Idehl for today's economy cars! Built to give
quick starts in any kind of weather .. any time of year.
Fits most Fords, Chevy. Plymouths
Hurry— Sale Ends Sat. Night
Ask hid our









how they Work, and
what's wrong when they
- INCLUDES UP TO 7 SAES. work:- -Dram ,ea-
PERMANENT ANTI-FREEZE port or your American-made
compact to Goodyear. Well
give it expert service. You'll
get the lob done right at a






Mag Wheels _ •
3588 '/12'5 5
41" s48"14 s 8.75 ISo 7.5
Chrome lugs extra
Deep-dish. slotted one-piece aluminum
wheels High gloss finish shines bright
- - draws attention to your. car!
• Mounting




Just Say 'Charge It'
ar., ' .,.her ways to bus Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• h +1.,, • ¼isa • American Express Card • Carte Blanche
• (Aut. • Cash
Kleixe Starts Here GOOD rifEAR
• Goodyear.SeryWe_.Store
•"Stsrilrolirc Tlti est. Isitriseii Friday Sett LOS Ø.M.
4121 S. 13th Strut Murray, Ky. 753-8525
 inWRIIMWelm111111111•Wommlimm.
It • 
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David Thomas (with boll) caught six passes for 90 yards, including a 33-yarder that mounted a final threat for Murray State, but
the Racers fell 23 17 to Sint% Peay Saturday in Clarksville
Staff photos by Tony Wilson
Hilltoppers Smash Middle, Clinch
Tie For OVC Title; Tech Loses
• By the Associated Press
Western Kentucky socked
away at least half of the Ohio
Valley Conference football
crown in a big, big way - a 54-
8 KO punch to the chin of
Middle Tennessek perhaps.
better known tat aPison as
the Black-and-Blue Raiders.
The Hilltoppers' John Hall
threw a pair of touchdown
passes and Barry Skaggs ran
for three scores in the
Saturday rout which upped
Western's-conference mark to
5-0 and its overall record to 7-
2, one game ahead of cross-
state rival Eastern Kentucky.
The loss dropped Middle
Tennessee to 1-7-1 overall and
1-4 in the OVC.
Converting four of five
Tennessee Tech errors into
third Varier scores. Eastern
IrinfuT•Vy posted a 20:16- win tro-
boost its record to 6-2 on the
season and 4-1 in conference.
Tech, 3-6 overall and 2-2 in
the league, scored two touch-
downs in the second quarter
before an interception and
fumbles gave Eastern two
touchdowns and a pair of field
goals.
Sent in in the second
quarter, freshman ruining
back Craig Woods galloped for
three touchdowns as Austin
Peay downed Murray Stay 23-
17.
His second period score and
two in the third boosted the
come-from-behind Governors
to 5-3 overall and 3-2 in the
OVC. Murray dropped to 4-5
on the season and 1-4 in con-
ference.
Freshman running back











Morehead State edged East,
Tennessee 31-30 in a non-
conference contest.
Mark Hutsell threw four
touchdown strikes as East
Tennessee fell to 3-6 overall.
Morehead is. 341 an- the
season arid 1-4 in the OVC.
Akron, the OVC's newest
member, was defeated by
Temple 56-21 in a non-
conference game. Akron is






Some people tip-toe into the
water; Maurice Lucas dives
right in.
Lucas, who -has„,, been
sidelined since September








Open 7 a m to6 p m
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5--$199'.--PERFECTION. -GOOD ALL WEEK For
- By the Associated Press
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. - It
wasn't that scrappy Luis
Davila didn't give a good
fight. Howard Davis was just
too fast, too spry, too confident
and Always too far away.
Davis, 22, the 1976 Olympic
lightweight champion, easily
outpointed Davila in a 10-
round lightweight bout
Saturday, the first major
professional fight at the East
Coast's first hotel-casino.
Davis, a 133-pounder from
Glen Cove; N.Y., earned
1100,000 for the nationally
televised fight, his ninth
successful professional
outing. Davila, 23, a 134-
pounder from Hartford,
Conn., earned $5,000 for his
fourth loss in 14 pro fights.
Referee Tony Perez scored
it 6-3-1 and the two judges saw
it 8-2 for Davis.
To hear Davis tell it, he
could have danced all night.
"I never get tired. I'm in
great shape all the time,"
Davis said.
It looked that way as Davis
took control of the second half
of the fight, skipping around
the 20-foot ring and attacking
Davillaitb furious left jabs as
the Puerto Rican-born boxer
stood in the center waiting to,
slug it out.
But Davis had learned his
lesson early. Davila caught
Davis with with a furious
flurry of punches and
Olympic champ -to.
canvas. with a right uppercut




night. Instead of breaking in
slowly, Lucas played 37
minutes and scored 30 points
to lead the Portland Trail
Blazers to a 111-96 victory
over the New York Knicks. •
"That's more than I -ex-
pected to play and  my body's
tellin' me," said Lucas, who:
Played - Widi the second and
third fingers of his right hand
taped together.
In the only other NBA game
Sunday, the Los Angeles
Lakers beat the Cleveland
Cavaliers 117-107.
Lucas got more playing
time than expected because
starting center Tom Owens
got in early foul trouble,
getting whistled for the fourth
time midway through the
second period. -
The 6-foot-9 power forward-
showed no sign of his long
layoff, scoring from all over
the floor, rebounding well and
handing out assists. He scored
17 of his points in the fourth
quarter..
Lucas' return to action
means the Blazers will be able
to use rookie Mychal Thom-
pson more in the middle. 'Our
success depends on how well
he (Thompsorki plays in the
center," said Lucas.
Thompson had another good
game, scoring 21 points and
grabbing 12 rebounds.
Lakers 117, Cavillers 107
Los Angeles hit 57.1 percent
of its shots to beat Cleveland
as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and
Adrian Dantley scored 26
points apiece and Norm Nixon
added 25 points, seven assistr•
and three steals.
"I'm pleased with the way
we're playing but I'll be mot%
pleased if we play like this out
on the 'road," said Lakers
Coach Jerry West, whose
team is now 6-0 at home but 44
on the road.
By the AssociSted Press
What's wrong with the
Dallas Cowboys?.
The defending Super Bowl
champions looked anything
but super -Stmciay as they





a pretty consistent pattern of
middle of the road football a-
level of mediocrity."
The Cowboys' record after
10 weeks of the National
Football League season is a
decidedly unspectacular 6-4.
They trail Washington by 1L2
games in the National Con-
ference's East. Division, and
the Redskins can stretch that
Cleveland Browns 14-10, the
New England Patriots got by
the Buffalo Bills 14-10, the San
Diego Chargers downed the
Cincinnati Bengals 22-13, the
Seattle Seatuiwks edged the
Chicago Bears 31-29 and the
St. Louis Cardinals defeated
the New York Giants 20-10.
Jets 31, Broncos 28
The Jets rallied from a 28-7
deficit to stun Denver, win-
ning on a 75-yard bomb from
Matt Robinson to fleet wide




th. Time Ilmodalid hen
Arearldue Cealereser
lad
..W L T Pet. PIP PA
New Enlai S 2 I aa 1111
Mime-to -tero-itill-samia-wieb-a----wi-lai,
victory over Baltipnore in Balietere 3 II 0 MO in no
tonight's nationally televised adios - s •-'r o no in re
game. Plashurgh Cagra9 I 1 0 "900 249
Miami's Bob Griese picked Houston 6 4 0 KO 161
apart Dallas' flex defense, cClevInannaelandu - 5 5 0 KO 1711 9 0 100 110
completing 12 of 18 passes for Wen
6185 yards and setting up 1- 4 0
6 4 0
yard scoring runs by Norm s 5 0
Bulaich and Delvin Williams. 4 I 0
The Cowboys contributed to
their o_wn downfall by com-
mitting five turnovers, two of
which led to first-period
touchdowns by Miami.
"We started out like we did
against the Vikings, very
flatfooted," Dallas Coach Tom
Landry said, thinking back to
Dallas' 21-10 loss to Minnesota
10 days ago. "We are way
behind in turnovers. That's
the thing that keeps plaguing
BATTLE CREEK, Mich -
Glippy Troup led by 197 pus
going into the final 18 gan-ies Ina $70,000 pro bowling tour.
nament. Troup led the way
into the' match game segment
of the- event with a 122-pin
margin and captureol seven of_a eight UM sildle 
52 - ptnir To. .qpini more
































































team Dallas beat in Super




San Franctsco 1 9 0
Sunday's Games
Muutesota 17, Detroit 7
SiLouis 30 New York Giants 10
Seattle 31, Chicago 29
Philadelphia 10, Green Bey 3
New England 14, Buffalo 10
super, either. The New York PWaburgh W, New Orleans 14
Jets reeled 41.44 -82141101_---0411111111 21- SAP laPellew
-2IIiiiarrIttlevelaranT
Oakland 20, Kansas City 10
Miami 23, Dallas 16
San Diego n, Cincinnati 13
New York Jets 31, Denver n
1.os Angeles 26, Tampa Bay 23
Meaday's Game--
WaShingthn at Baltimore in)
Sunday. Nev. 12
Denver at digveland
Houston at New England
Miami at Buffalo
New York Giants at Washington
New York Jets at PhilacielPhia
Atlanta at New Orleans
Tampa Bay at Detroit
Dallas vs. Green Bay at Milwaukee
Baltimore at Seattle
Qin* it Minnesota
Know Qty at San Diego
Walk et Ina Ftenciace
FI_Lat Las Aegean
Ibaday, Wavelet/sr II












points to upset the Broncos 31-
28, dropping Denver's record
10 6-4. ..,„
Elsewhere, the Oakland
Raiders beat the Kansas City
Chiefs 20-10, the Minnesota
Vikings defeated the Detroit
Lions 17-7, the Los Angeles
Rams edged the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers 26-23, the
Philadelphia Eagles surprised
the Green Bay Packers 10-3,
the Atlanta Falcons topped the
San Francisco 49ers 21-10, the
Pittsburgh Steelers beat the
New Orleans Saints 20-14, the









DAM 11 4 I
N.Y. 0111014 5 5 0
PM1111114011 5 5 0
St. Lauda 2 1 0
Central
Gres Bay 7 3
Millalgota 6 4












FULL COLOR TV GAME






















play. Raiders IA, Chiefs 10
Oakland snapped a two-
game losing streak and
climbed into a tie with Denver
for first place in the AFC West
liKen -Stabler shook off thrift
Interceptions and three sacks





Fran Tarkenton lost three
caps on his teeth and needed
12 stitche§ on his lip after
being clobbered by Detroit's
Dave Pureifory, but returned
to start the second half. The
victory put Minnesota, 6-4,
within one game of first-place
Green Bay, 7-3, in the NFC
Central.
- Rams Ifti Buccaneers 23
Rookie Frank Corral'
fourth field goal of the game, a
27-yarder with three seconds
remaining, gave Los Angeles
its victory. The Bucs had tied
the score with just 47 seconds
left, Johnny McKay catching a
23-yard pass from Mike Rae.
Eagles 10, Packers 3
Philadelphia capitalized on
a fumbled snap by punter
David Beverly on a second-
quarter punt play for the only
touchdown in its victory over
Green Bay.
Falcons 21, 49ers 10
Steve Bartkowski ran for
one touchdown and threw a 37-
yard scoring pass to Wallace
Francis as Atlanta spoiled the
head coaching debut of the
49ers' Fred O'Connor, who
replaced the fired Pete
McCulley.
Stetter, 21, Saints 14
Pittsburgh raised its record
to 9-1 on a 24-yard touchdown
pass from Terry Bradshaw to
Rocky Bleier with 1:51 left in
the game. It was the first
regular-season TD reception
for Bleier in his 10 NFL years
Oilers 14, Browns 10
Dan Pastorini hooked up
with Mike Barber on a'72-yard
touchdown bomb and Rob
Carpenter scored on a 2-yard
run, but it was the Houston
defenst that, was most
responsible for the Oilers'
victory oser Cleveland
Browns quar:erback - Brian
Sipe was sacked seven times.
Patriots 14, Bills 10
New England, using a
double- tight -end
control the ball in the second
half, got past Buffalo on the
running of Horace Ivory, who
carried 16 times for 128 yards
and two touchdowns.
Chargers 22, Bengals 13
San Diego's Mike Fuller
picked off two Cincinnati
passes, running one of them
back for a touchdown, as the
Bengals' record dropped to I-
9, tied with San Francisco for
worst in the NFL.
Cards 20, Giants 10
St. Louis did all its scoring
in the first half en route to its
second victory after an 0-8
start. Fullback Jim Otis
rushed for two touchdowns
and 78 yards and became St.







6 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Daily, Monthly, Seasonal Fees Available
Hwy. 641 N. ' 753-0129
1NNIS SKEET SOUA$I$ HOCKEY MOVING PRACTICE
TARGET
Beat the Christmas rush! Buy now-give later Play tennis,
hockey, skeet, squash, moving target, practice. 4 remote
controls including pistol with rifle attachment On-screen
scoring,_game sounds. For 2-4 players. 60-3057
TENNIS HOCKEY PRACTICE HANOB
wskA , CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)
A gift the whole family will
enjoy! 4 games-tennis, hand-
ball, .hockey, practice, 2 remdte
controls, on-screen scoring,
game sounds 66-3056
PLAY IT SMART RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 57 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ELECTRONICS'
Olympic Plaza Mon.-Fri. 10-1, Sat. 10-6
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Rice Cites 'Old Winning Formula' In Bengals' Loss To Chargers
By BOB RAST
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO — Cincinnati
Bengals Coach Homer Rice
says the San Diego Chargers
followed an old winning for-
mula in a 22-13 National
Football League victory over
tfie Bengals Sunday.
"They kept control and kept
our defense on the field
throughout the entire game,"
Rice said. We thought we
were ready and prepared for
the game," but "San Diego did
By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
LONDON — "I still think we
are the better team, and we
will be back next year," said
Chris Evert after the United
States women's tennis squad
had lost the Wightman Cup to
Britain.
"Tracy Austin and Pam
Shriver still have their
Wightrnan Cup futures ahead
of them. When they get more
experienced and finally
establish themselves, they are
going to put America onlop."
Tracy, 15, and Pam, 16,
played gallantly but failed as
Britain completed a 4-3 vic-
tory over the United States in
the Royal- Albert Hall
Saturday night. Both were
making their Wightman Cup
debuts.
They
to us what we knew they were
capable of doing," the Bengal
mentor added.
Running back Lydell Mit-
chell rushed for 101 yards in 22
carries to pace the Chargers
and said he found greener
pastures in San Diego after
leaving Baltimore in a
preseason dispute with the
Colts' management.
-It's great to be with such
great company," said the
former Penn State standout,
Mitchell cracked the 6,000-
yard career rushing mark in
between them during the
threeday competition but won
only one — a doubles in which
Tracy partnered with Billie
Jean King.
King, 34-year-old player-
coach to the team, insisted on
staying outside the singles so
the youngsters could play.
, And Joanne Russell, a doubles
specialist, was also left out
with the same object.
Tracy, the bouncy little
baseliner, was still cheerful
after the United States had
lost the cup.
"I don't think I played that
badly," she said. "Certainly
against Virginia Wade I had
my chances."
Tracy's other conqueror
was Sue Barker, who beat her
6-3, 3-6, 6-1 Saturday at a vital
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the contest and is the 12th NFL
player ever to do so. He now
has run for 6,011 yards.
"It is a big thrill for me,"
Mitchell exclaimed. "It was
something I looked forward to.
It was one of the high points of
my life."
San Diego's Rolf Benirschke
booted field goals of 20, 26 and
37 yards Sunday. The first
came with 521 left in the first
quarter and gave the







Free for The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
'SOUTHERN
Fried Chicken * 1 99
EVERYDAY SEVEN SEA 'FEATURES
Fish Fillet under 6 years Frus
Fish Fillet 6 -10 years 90
Fried Chicken 10 years & under 99
Hushpuppies, French Fries & Slaw
Salad Bar — .50 with meal








' 1 \ Viidas & CrinveNe
rest of the way.
Neither team could mount a
touchdown drive until midway
in the third pert* when
Chargers' quarterback Dan
Fouts lobbed a 16-yard pass to
tight end Bob Klein in the end
zone, climaxing an 80-yard,
five-play march and making
the score 13-0.
Safety Mike Fuller in-
tercepted his second pass of
the game with 3:32 remaining
in the third quarter and raced
20 yards foe a touchdown,
giving the Chargers a 19-0
lead. Beturschke's final three-
pointer came with nine
minutes to play in the game.
The victory boosted the
Chargers' record to 4-6 and
kept their hopes for an
American Football Con-
ference playoff berth alive.
"Anything is possible," said
Chargers Coach DA Coryell.
"'We're trying to 'come back
one game at a time."
We are in to our fifth year in the sporting goods business'
in Murray and we would like to take this opportunity to
thank our many customers in the area. We have expanded
and remodeled our store on Chestnut Street to house the
largest selection of shoes and warm ups in the area. During
this--"eustomer appreciation sale—we are reducing all--
school jackets,i'lltarmups and all our leather and nylon
Marvin Keil, E. W. Dennison, Eddie Hunt
Pick from ttu.”-;e famous lines: Adidas. Court Casual.
Stag or Winning Ways. Sizes Boys Small Thr_u Men's X-
Large
The luckless Bengals fell to
1-9 with the defeat. Their sole
victory came last Sunday
when they downed the
Houston Oilers 28-13.
"We made mistakes and
just stopped ourselves,"
lamented Bengal quarterback
Ken Anderson, who completed
his second game of the season
after missing most qf the first
eight with a broken passing
hand. "The Charger in-
terception touchdown play (by
Fuller-) was the turning point
for us after the half."
The Bengals' offense finally
came to life in the closing
moments. They scored twice
in the final quarter, with the
first touchdown set up by
rookie David Turner's 58-yard
dash to the San Diego 3.
Anderson hit Rick Walker
with a scoring pass on the next
play with 1:27 left.
After the Bengals recovered
an onside kick, they scored
again with 28 seconds to go on
a 19-yard strike from
Anderson to Billy Brooks.
Turner, who played for San
Diego State, rushed for 116
yards on 16 carries and had a
63-yard gain nullified by a
holding penalty.
"We have to play more
consistent," Turner said. "I
feel good about the way I
played, but we had some
mistakes and we had a couple
of bad calls against us."
athletic shoes by $5.00, when you bring in your old shoe's.
Come by and visit us and take advantage of these
bargains and many more-during the sale which lasts until
Nov. 22. This is the perfect time to get that Christmas gift
"for that sport in your life."
Choose from these brands: Puma, Midas, Nike, Converse,
Tretern, Tiger. Brooks. Tred-2, Pro-Keds, Head and Fred
Perry
Tiger, Laker School Jackets, Caps and Gym Bags for all
area schools. We have sizes to fit any, youngster. Jacket
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County Football Champs
The Calloway County Athletic Boosters Club met Sunday af-
ternoon, and the East Calloway football team was recognized
as the county champion. The East team, is, front row from
left. cheerleaders Gina Kirk Daysha Smith, Jill Childress, Deb-
bie Walker, Tine Houston, Karen Travis and Gerold McCviston.
Second row are James Barrow, Tony Lovett, Johnny Burkeen,
Mark Hale, Jay Herndon, Mike Garrison, Bobby Wilson,
Michael fficker,_Tim Bloke and Jeff Culup. Third row ore
assistant coach John Orr, Greg Lovett, Ricky McKinney, Dole
Torsak, John Farris, Randy Scarbrough and Brad Skinner. Back
row are Coach Bill Miller, Mike Holloway, Glenn Brandon, Jeff
Garrison and Ricky Wagner.
Presenting the trophy to coaches Miller and Orr is booster





Ten years and three weeks
alter the two American
sprinters shocked the Olympic
Games with a black-gloved,
clinched fist salute from the
Victory stand in Mexico City,
Tommie Smith and John
Carlos have blended into
society — more resentful than
- CITSFert_741re-9.rrte- -7:etrsr-;
ciunstanceS arid the same
stage. Smith and Carlos insist
they would do it again. But it is
a page in history that has been
turned and consigned to the
past. The world moves on.
The world moves on for
"Tommie Smith, •33, parent,
school teacher, administrator
— an intelligent, sensitive
man who chose the role of
educator to that of a
professional football player.
Smith, Carlos Alive And Well After Olympic Ban
The world moves on for
Carlos, also 33, father of three,
embittered for a while,
temporarily a drifter but now
dedicated to helping un-
derprivileged kids, in the Los
Angeles area.
"What we did was not
derogatory — it was like a
bean shooter compared to a
shotgun measured by other
events of the time," says
happened. am at peace with
myself."
"It's been tough — I was
ostracized," says Carlos, a
more militant and outspoken
man. "I was run out of track. I
never got a fair chance in pro
football. Now I hope to
organize a national youth
league — to help un-
derprivileged, mixed-up kids
everywhere."




SW a WELCOME WAGON cad.
As nos Mallets, it's my job to heip you tufa the
most of yew new neighborhood. Our shopping MPS
I'--- lily eggerammities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
ta sive yew Ileva aid aumsey.
Plea a basket ovt gifts for yaw famity
ribs listening for your call.'
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-6570
Lamoore, Calif., won the
Olympic 200-meter race in 19.8
seconds, world record time,
with Carlos finishing third.
When the two rangy
sprinters took the podium to
accept their gold and bronze
medals, they wore black
scarves around their necks
and a black glove on one hand.
As the American flag was
raised to the strains of "The
:.•
fixed their eyes on thigroun
After the medals had been
hung around their necks, each
raised the black-gloved fist in
a defiant salute.
Gasps of surprise rolled
through the huge stadium
crowd. The U.S. Olympic
Committee, after a few hours
of deliberations, issued a
public apology, deploring
what it called the "discour-
tesy" shown by the athletes.
•Two days later, pressed by
militant President Avery
Brundage of the Interriational
Olympic Committee, the
USOC suspended Smith and
Carlos and ordered thern to
leave the city.
Smith joined the Cincinnati
Bengals Of the., American
Football -League in July, 1969/
and stayed with them
years. In 1972, he was namneij
assistant athletic director and
head track and fielO, Coach at
Oberlin College inoihio where
tiL this year
post at
Santa Monica Junior College.
Carlos came home 'to con-
tinue his track career at San
Jose State. He signed but
never played football with the
Philadelphia Eagles.
He worked at odd jobs for as
little is $60 a week before
landing an aide's post with a
lais Angeles city councilman.
Lately he has been working
with playground kids in the
Los Angeles area and pushing




Littie-Known Levi, Mann _
Capture Disney Classic '
By the Associated Press
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla.
— A five-year pro who had
never won a tour event and a
mini-tow 'player tiiipktiiig
his first season on the PGA
circuit are the new National
Team Golf champions.










Brush Picked Up: _
1. Have your brush by the street before first day of area's pick-up (Nov.
13
2. Limbs must be stacked with, cut end at street side, and no longer than 5
ft.
-3 Logs: No larger than 6 inches in diameter or longer than 2 feet.
-No Phone Calls fleasertaolstrest-Will Be_Picked Up
Only Once!
Mann, 26, won the title Sunday
on Disney World's
treacherous Magnolia Course
to withstand a challenge by
the brothers Wadkins. Lanny—
and Bob.
Levi, a Tampa, Fla.,
resident who plays out of
Herkimer, N.Y., dumped in
more than 90 percent of the 34
birdies the duo picked up over
the four days to give them a
threestroke victory with a 254
total score. They played
Sunday's final round in S-
under-par 63. as did the
Wadkins brothers. •
But their $20,000 split of the
940,000 first prize was "ab-
solutely secondary" to getting
their qualifying exemptions
from each and every PGA
event they enter in 1979, said
the 5-foot-9, I65-pound Levi
through an ear-to-ear smile.
"They beat a hell of a. geed
—.Wort. We got a bunchTT
birdies 'and didn't make a
bogey a/I week and they beat
us by three shots," Bob
Wadlcins, the youiiger of the




By the Associated Press
There can be no more
battles of college football
unbeateas unless No. 1-ranked
Oklahoma and runner-up
Penn State continue on their
collision course to a national
championship showdown in
the Orange Bowl,
The last shootout between
teams with perfect records
took place Saturday when
Penn State trimmed fifth-
ranked Maryland 27)3. But
there are plenty of games on
tap in the remaining four
weeks. •
- And two of the biggeitStake
place next weekend —
Okrahoma at fourth-ranked
Nebraska, with the Big Eight
crown and a berth in the
Orange Bowl at stake, and No.
10 Houston at No. 7 Texas for
the lead in the Southwest
Conference.
- -Besides -SraiWilid,--"One
other unbeaten team fell by
the wayside over the weekend
when 11th-ranked Navy had
its Cinderella saga ended by
No. 15 Notre Dame 27-7. That
leaves Oklahoma, a 28-7
winner over Colorado, and
Penn State sitting pretty with
9-0 records. Oklahoma must
still face Nebraska and
Oklahoma State . while Penn
State has North Carolina State
and Pittsburgh scheduled.
The two leaders in The
Associated Press ratings had
to share the weekend's
headlines with seven runners
who crack q the 200-yard
barrier, led by Theqtis Brown
of UCLA, who gained 274
yards on 26 carries, including
scoring bursts of 74 and
yards, as the ninthranked
Bruins nipped Oregon 23-21.
Meanwhile, third-ranked
Alabama overcame a record
429-yard passing blitz by Dave
Mader to defeat Mississippi
State 35-14 while Nebraska set
a school total offense record of
799 yards and walloped
Kansas 63-21 as Tom Sorley
_threw three TI) passes and sub
Craig Johnson scored on runs
of 64 and 60 yards.
Ron Calcagni passed for
three scores and tallied one as
No. 17 Arkansas ended a
twogame losing streak by
crushing Rice 37-7.
/ Warehouse Clean-Out Sale






























Senator Dee Huddleston's time
in Washington has given him valuable
seniority and he sit& on three of the most
important committees in the Senate: Appropria-
tions, Agriculture and Intelligence. Through his service
on the powerful Appropriations committee, Senator Huddleston
has contributed to community development projects across the state.
If returned to Washington, Senator. Huddleston will become third
 ranking
member of the Agriculture Committee, Where he chairs the .subcommitt
ee which
handles basic farm legislation and the tobacco price support progra
m.
entuck,y_ne:ds Pee lfluddleaton in the United 
States Senate.
,
, Vote Tue day, November 7th to ke"eiphiM tiokkingfor
Paid !kw tat CAlenoviltee Re•elect Senator tiuddlemitiws. Gorr Spolding. 










































































































































Mrs. Sledd Dies At Roy Lee Of Benton
Hospital; Retired Dies Sunday; Rites
From Murray State Scheduled Tuesday
Mrs. William T. (Fay)-
Sledd, Jr., of 712 Poplar
Street, Murray, died Sunday
at 2:10 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 76 years of age.
The Murray woman retired
June .30, 1973, as assistant
-director of personnel at
Murray State University. She
began her employment at
Murray State in 1927, working
parttiine from 1935 to 1942,
and fulltime since April 1942.
Mrs. Sledd was a methber of
the First United Methodist
Church. Born Aug. 27, 1902, in
Calloway County, she was the--
daughter of the late John
Taylor Wall and Lula Bell
Wall. '
Survivors include her
husband, William T. Sledd,
Jr., 712 Poplar Street,
Murray; one son, William T.
Sledd, III, and two grand-
children, East Lansing,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. W. C.
(B) Melugin, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
• follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





Miss Aberline Skinner,' 56,
died Friday at the Con-
valescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Murray woman was a
member of St. John's Baptist
Church. Born Dec. 20, 1921, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Buster
Skinner and Canary Skinner.
Survivors include six
sisters, Mrs. Patricia John-
son, Mrs. Ruth Williams, Miss
Mary Jane Skinner, and Mrs.
Martha Scott, all of Murray,
Mrs. Robbie N. Brandon,
Morganfield, and Mis Mattie
Ann Skinner, New Haven,
Conn.; three brothers, Ernest
and Robert Skinner, Murray,
_ and Buster Skinner, Jr., New
Jersey, N. Y.; special friend,
Catherine Hudspeth; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday_ at 2. p.m. at the _St,
John's Baptist Church with
the Rev. C. E. Timberlake
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Rutledge Funeral Home of
Murray.
The wake will be held
tonight #-Monday ) from 8 to 9
p.m. at St. John's Baptist
- Church.
Ray Lee, father of Mrs.
Urban Belcher of Benton
Route Three, near Kirksey,
died Sunday at 10:50 a.m. at
the Long Term Care Center of
the Marshall County Hospital,
- Benton.
The deceased, 88, was a
member of the Southland--
Baptist Temple, Paducah, a
veteran of World War I, and a
retired employee of the Ford
Motor Company. Born Feb. 9,
1890, in Kentucky, he was the
son of the late William Lee and
Nancy Louisa McGregor Lee.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruth_ Seelers Lee, 807
BTrch-Stfeet, Benton; one
daughter, . Mrs. Urban
(Imogene) Belcher, Benton
Route Three; two sons, Robert
Lee, Romulus, Mich., and
Rollie Lee, Allen Park, Mich.;
10 grandchildren; 6 great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Harold Council and the Rev.
David Brasher officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Provine
Cemetery in Marshall County.






GIVE BALL TO SCHOOL - The Telephone Pioneers of America recently presented a
"beeping ball" to Robertson Elementary School for use by blind children. Kelly
Prescott, second grader, is shown accepting the gift. Pictured, from left, are a group of
sesond grade students, Lashlee Foster, second grade leacher, Dora Clark, president of
thg Purchase council of the -organization, Prescott, and-Norma -Frank, physical
education teacher at Robertson, Pete Weatherington, community services chairman,
also participated in the event.
Photo by Kaye Peeb4es
Fire Wood Air Conditioning
Demonstrated Shown At LBL
GOLDEN POND - Air-
conditioning from firewood?
Unlikely as this may seem, a
demonstration using wood for
both heating and air-
conditioning is now under way
at TVA's Land Between the
Lakes in west Kentucky and
Fog Attributed To
Early Morning Pileup
•-CHARI F-STON, Tenn. (AP)
-Police say an early morning
fog which cut visibility to zero
was the chief reason 62
vehicles piled up in a spec-
tacular accident-on Interstate
75, sending 46 persons to three
area hospitals.
No one was reported killed
in the series of accidents, the
first of which was reported
about 9:15 a.m. EST Sunday.
Eleven of the injured were







FORT BUSS, Texas - Pvt.
William W. Holbrook, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William W.
Holbrook, Route 5, Murray,
recently completed a
Chaparral crewman course at
Fort Bliss, Texas.
During the training,
students learned all phases of
-the firing and tracking
systems of this air defense
weapon.
Holbrook entered the Army
last July. He is a 1978 graduate
of Calloway County High
School, Murray.
Park Hospital at Cleveland,
two; and a Knoxville hospital
and Chattanooga Memorial
each admitted one, officials
said.
The patients admitted in
Chattanooga and Knoxville
had been transferred from
Bradley Memorial and Athens
Community. The rest of the
Injured were treated and
released.
Sam Garrett, a Tennessee
Highway Patrol dispatcher,
said in a telephone interview
from Chattanooga that all
available ambulances in
Bradley and McMinn counties
were called to the scene of the
chain-reaction accidents
which forced the closure of I-
75 for about three-and-a-half
hours while emergency crews
 Untangled the wrecitme. The
heavy fog also hampered
rescue and clean-up
operations, he said.
As many as a dozen
*teeters were dispatcTie-tii -
help clear what actuallly were
two pileups - one each on the
north and southbound lanes of
1-75, Garrett said.
Authorities rerouted traffic
onto secondary routes while
the damaged cars - piled up
in what troopers described as
"five separate clusters" -









Many of today s smart
fashions carry the smart
idea label - Dryclean
Only
AU your clothes can ben-
efit from the gentle pro-
tective care our Sambre
drycleaning provides
Enjoy all your clothes
more - and longer Send
them back to us regularly
Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
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The system has been in-
stalled in a new 1,200-square
foot building for TVA officers
who patrol the 170,000-acre
penisula between Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley.
"We've checked with ex-
perts throughout the country
and as far as we can deter-
mine, this is the first use of a
wood-burning system for both
building heating and air-
conditioning," said Frank
Holland, manager of Land
Between The Lakes.
The. system consists of a
thembstatically controlled
boiler which heats water in a
jacket around the firebox to a
temmperature of 190-195
degrees Fahrenheit. In the
heating cycle, the hot water
circulates directly to a
radiator to heat air which is
circulated throughout the
building. The system wil also
heat water for domestic use in
the building.
In the cooling cycle, the hot




A reception for James
Harrison, Murray student,
who has been named to the All
American Band for
McDonald's, will be held
tonight (Monday) from 6:30 to
8 p.m. at the local McDonald's
store.
Ruth Eversmeyer, local
Public Relations Director for
McDonald's, said a film on the
All American Band will be
shown and invites the public to
attend to see the film and meet
Harrison.
The Murray youth was one
of the students from
throughout the United States
selected to play in the All
American Band which will
march in the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade and
In the Rose Bowl Parade.
Harrison is the son of &Ars.
Bessie Harrison and the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Byron Sykes, all of Murray.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the .
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average  -3.03
Air Products 256,,
American Motor* Ms unc.
Ashland Oil 433* +3ri
American Telephone 61 WIC
Bonanza 51sh 534,a
Chrysler  1131,43h
Ford Motor  
GAF 10%434
General Care 13b, 1341
General Dynamics 72+1%
Genefal Motors  814






Quaker Oats 224 uric
Tappan 
Wal-Mart 221,4
Wendys ........ ...243,b. 25a
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
Nov. 6, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 831 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts most $1 00 lower Sows steady '
US 1-2 200-230 RA. sisso-dizi• •
US 2-5200-240 lbs  147 75-4100
US 2,1 240-250 I tis . . 946.75-47.75
US 2-4 280-280 lbs.  $45 75-46 75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 142,0043.00
V514 IMMO .'"7" -7',44861042 88
US 1; 450-5001hr, . $42 110-43 00
--ORtateethsteettet • 845 0044 50
'1.TS 2-3 3h0-500 619 00-40 00
Borirs 612 00-2500
sorption chiller which
operates on the same principle
as a gas refrigerator, using
evaporation of refrigerant in a
vacuum to produce the cooling
effect. However, in this
system the energy used to
operate the refrigeration unit
is furnished by the hot water
rather than a gas flame.
Annual wood use for the
building is expected to be
about 30 cords a year, Holland
said.
"We'll provide our own
wood from tree limbs and tops
which are left as waste during
normal timber cutting
operations. In fact, our wood
use may be less than we an-
ticipate because this building
is designed to use natural
ventilation for cooling during
some months so the system
won't have to operate," he
said.
TVA will be keeping
detailed records on operation
of the system for several
years to calculate energy use
and dollar savings compared
with more conventional
heating and cooling systems,
Holland said.
Trooper Chokes Back Tears
As He Describes Heroic Rescue
By ROBERT MACY
Associated Press Writer
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) -
'Trooper Larry Fosterchoked--
down sobs as he described his
heroic rescue of a 5-year-old
boy from a fiery auto crash...
He couldn't put aside the
"helpless feeling" of failing to
save five members of the
boy's family.
The family was returning -
home from a funeral in
Mississippi.
"There were three others in
the front and two in the back,"
Foster, a seven-year veteran
of the Kansas Highway Pgtrol,
said as he recalled Sunday's
head-on collision between the
Foster car ind a pickup truck,
which claimed six lives
altogether. "At least four of
them were alive. They were
screaming for help, but I was
helpless.
"I just couldn't get the car
apart. I couldn't get in to get
them. They were still alive
and I couldn't get in to get
them. It was such a helpless
feeling.
"You just can't imagine
what it's like to watch four
people die, especially when
you can't do anything about it
- when you just have to stand
there and watch them die."
The lone survivor, 5-year-
old Ulysses Brinston of
Westminster, Colo., owes his
life to the 37-year-old trooper,
who grabbed 'a fire ex-
tinguisher and slammed it
throtigh a car window while
bystanders screamed for him
to get away from the blazing
• wreckage.
The boy was in "fairly
goad" condition at Lawrence'
Memorial Hospital with first-
and second-degree burns on
his legs and face. -
Killed in the crash were his
mother, Terresa Brinston, 20,
of Westminster,. his aunt,
Sonja Betts, 39, and her
children, Rodgelle Betts, 18;
Andrae Betts, 17, and Zac-
caries -Griffin, 22, all of
Commerce City, Colo.
The sixth victim was
Richard Jones, lit, of Topeka,
Kan. Police said Jones' pickup
truck crossed the median of
the Kansas Turnpike near
Lawrence and struck the car,
which had just filled up with
gasoline.
A- ear being towed by the.
family car lurched forward,
shoving-the lead car wider the
pickup and rupturing the car's
gas tank, police said. Fire
erupted, sending up a pall of
smoke that Foster spotted
while patroling a short
- distance away. - -
. When I drove up there was
just a ball of fire," Foster
recounted. "The little boy was
looking out the window,
crying, screaming for help.
' There were some people
standing around. They yelled
for me not to go near the blaze.
I paten my gloves and tried to
Beginning Swim
Classes Slated
Children six months to three
years of age are being ac-
cepted for a twice-a-week
beginning swimming program
at Murray State University,
according to Dr. Chad
Stewart, chairman of the
Department of Recreation and
Physical Education.
There is no charge for the
instruction, which will be
offered each Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons through
December 14. Classes for
children six to 18 months of
age begin at 3:30 p.m., with
the class for the 18 months to
three-year-olds beginning at 4
p.m.
In charge of the program is
Mrs: Ray Rabatin, who
recently moved. to Murray,-
and she is being assisted by
parents of the children and
students at the university. A
parent must accompany each
child in order for the child to
participate, Stewart em-
phasized.
"The younger the child, the
easier it is to teach it basic
water skills and water
safety," he said, adding that
parents wishing to enroll a
child in the program just
starting should call his office,
762-6188, at their earliest
convenience.
force the door open, but
couldn't. I grabbed a fire
extinguisher and slammed it
41henugh. the window._ _and
'pulled the boy out."
He said he led the child to a
ditch nearby, then returned to
the flaming vehicles. But the
heat was too intense to ap-




CADIZ, Ky. (AP) - Two
Clarksville, Tenn., men are
being heIdlii the Trigg-Court* -
jail, charged in connection
with an aborted burglary at a
Cadiz residence.
A police spokesman in
Clarksville said Sunday that
Robert Watson, 21, was
arrested Saturday night and
extradited to Trigg County,
where he was charged with
burglary. A second man,
Bruce Brown, 21, was taken
into custody earlier Saturday,
officers said.
The arrests came after two
men allegedly held three
members of a Cadiz family at
gunpoint while ransacking
their home Saturday. As the
family was being put in a
closet, the owner of the home,
Phil Holland, tackled Brown,
took his gun and shot him
twice in the neck, police said.
Brown as treated at the




Sabscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Leis'
Bases by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. en Suter-
days are urged to coN 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
e144 p.m. Saturdays, to insure
delivery et taw wrinipelmw. cads
must he plated by 6 p.m.







Cablevision Custo.mers, Watch Your Mail!
Get.ready for your Sneak Preview from
• Murray Cablevision.
. Jtis-copiog OeceiT,Ilper 1.
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NEW YORK I AP) - The
Daily News, greeting readers
with the front-page headline
- THERE,
REMEMBER US?" and The
New York Mines, looking as












1151.. Ina • 783481S
Posible Maw 11.4.
away, hit the streets teday for
the first time in 89 days.
Presses at the two morning
dailies began to roll after the
last of an array of unions
a pp-c-a-v-a-d----c-a-ntr &CI
agreements, and the first
copies were on newsstands by
3 a.m.
The News, which put out a
relatively large edition of 176
pages, said it printed its
normal press run of 2 million
copies, the largest circulation
in the country.
The Times, with a cir-
culation of almost 900,000, is
the third largest in the country
after the News and the Los
Angeles Times. Its front page
looked much like any other
day's, with stories on
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Iran, border clashes between
China and Vietnam -- and the
end of the newspaper strike,
which at one time also in-
volved the afternoon New
York Post.
The Times -- which boasts
of covering "All the News
That's Fit to Print" -
published a nine-page sum-
mary of the big events it
missed: the brief reign of
Pope John Paul I, the election
of Pope John Paul rt, the
Camp David accord and the
Yankees' World Series
baseball triumph.
The stereotypers were the
first of four unions to ratify
new contracts Sunday.
Pressmen, paperhandiers
and machinists followed with
quick approval of three-year
pacts. The Newspaper Guild
unit at The Times, which
began a strike Saturday,
followed suit early today.
All the new contracts call
for pay increases of $68 a week
over the duration of the
contracts.
The strike began Aug. 9,
when the publishers posted
new work rules for the press
rooms. The rules were
designed to cut press room
jobs by attrition to enable the
city papers to compete with
suburban dailies vying for
much of the same readership
- and advertising revenue.
The pressmen objected to
the cuts and walked out,
closing down the Times, the
News and the Post and idling
10,000 workers in 11 unions.
The Post pulled out of joint
negotiations in the eighth
week of the strike, worked out
"metoo" agreements with its
unions and resumed
publication Oct. 11.
Ten of the 11 newspaper
unions had been without
contracts at the three
newspapers since March 30.
The strike caused losses of
more than - 5.100 million in
advertising revenue and
allowed suburban newspapers
to further encroach on the
market. Surveys showed that
most businesses did not suffer,
although it remains to be seen
whether the strike will cause
any lasting damage to the
newspapers.
The pressmen union's new
contract guarantees work fix
all 1,508 members until 1984.
while M  the__ same_ ljdne
allowing publishers to reduce
manning to levels com-
mensurate with those of
pressrooms of competitors in
the suburbs.
Mrs. Hutson To
leview Book At r
Library Luncheon
The book, Women and
Money, will be reviewed by
Emma Sue Hutson, local
educator and businesswoman,
at a luncheon to be held at the
Calloway County Public
Library on Tuesday, Nov. 7, at
12 noon. • - -- -
A library spokesman said
the book deals in many
aspects of aiding women in
investing, budgeting, etc.
Reservations for the lun-
cheon may be made through






- A two-car accident Sunday
evening killed three members
of a Paducah, Ky., family and
injured . a fourth in the
Missouri Bootheel.
The Mississippi County
Sheriff's office says Vicki
Spencer, 30, and her two
daughters, Missy, 7, and
Peggy, '9, were killed in the
accident on Route 60 and 62,
the Miseicsippi Levee High-
way. Mrs. Spencer's husband
Harvey, who was driving the
family car when the accident
occurred, was taken to a
Cairo, Ill., hospital.
The sheriff's office said
authorities were searching for
the driver of the car that
caused the accident, who fled
the scene on foot. Deputies
said the car crossed the center
line and collided head-on with
the Spencer car, which rolled
down an embankment.
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FEL/ElttiSL REVENUE:SHAKING
A •opy of the actual use repon on general revenue sharing
and SIM reerssion fiscal assistanet funds and supporting data
for the fiscal year I..- I - 11 to lel '3 I- 7 7 is availabk
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NOTICE
A PUBLIC HEARING WILL BE HELD ON
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1978 2:30 P.M.
CITY HALL BUILDING, 5TH & POPLAR
STREETS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY ON THE
PROPOSED USE OF THE FOLLOWING
GENERAL REVENUE SHARING FUNDS: _
UNAPPROPRIATED 113,000
1979 ANTI CIA PTE D FUNDS 312.000
CITIZENS OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY ARE
ADVISED OF THEIR RIGHT TO ATTEND
THIS HEARING AND PROVIDE WRITTEN
AND ORAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ON 'POSSIBLE USES OF GENERAL
REVENUE SHARING DOLLARS.
Melvin B. Henley, Mayor
L NOTICE
,I.M1111
01971 WNW holm Smilessa,
(NM If
IL
NO EXCUSE IS EVER
GOOD ENOUGH OR YOU,
YOU STuPID JERK!!
BOSS DON'T TALK TO ME
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YE H YOU RE RIGHT- BUMSTEAD, YOU RE A
COME IN roVie _,, r SEEBEE -BRAINED s'
OFFicE - '̀\•46.- KNUCKLEHEAD!!
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FOR WA TK INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753-3128. 
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759- 4600.• 
HOME AWAY FFIOM
HOME. For elderly person in
State Approved Licensed
Family Care Home. Call 753-
6392.



















Good I ,and, one
acre to one
Thousand. Will
give one third of














WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753 8298. We copy and restore
old photographs. 
4. IN MEPAOR Y - 
IN MEMORY OF Sammy
Farley who past away 8
years ago November 6
They say time heals all
sorrow and helps, one to
forget. The time so far has
Only proved how much we
miss you yet. Through tears
we watched you suffer, we
saw you fade away. Our
hearts were almost broken,
you fought so hard to stay
God gave us strength to take
it and courage to bear the
blow, that when we saw you
sleeping so peacefully free
from pain, we could not wish
you back to suffer so again.
Our hearts still ache with
saddness, our secret tears
Still flow 'What it ment to
lose our loved one-no one will
ever know.
Sadly missed by family. 
S. LOST A FOUND
AMERICAN HUSKI dog04014.
Name is Benli. Call 7.634489
or 753-6728. 
LOST-MALE Grey pointed
Siarnease cat answers to the
name of Tooey Lost arsound
lath and Poplar. Call 753-1328
between 11 am and  5 pm.
SIAMISE CAT. Last seen
Oct. 18th, near Shady Oakes
Trailer Ct. Spayed,
declawed. Reward. Leave
message at 7S3 3213. 




man. Must be able to








live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,'
room and board. 759-1661. 
KILL FLOOR MAN. Must
have some experience. Apply
in person, Paris Meat
Processing, Old Murray Rd.,
Paris, Tenn. 38242. 
NEED - RESPONSIBLE
person to Sit in my home 4
hours daily. Call 753 6157. 
44-E-L1A-41LE -
babysit 2 small children.
Must furnish references. 436-
2271 or 753 111174. 
STUFFERS AND MAILERS









who can work without
supervision for Texas oil
company in Murray area. We
train. Write K. M. Dick,
Pres., Southwestern




Full time and part
time, day and night,
male and female.
Must be 18 years old.
Apply in person only.
No phone calls.
WANTED FIELD MAN for
Cabinet Shop. Apply 1203
Story Ave. 
1. SITUATIONS WANTED 
EXPERIENCED Nurses Aid
wants private duty. Prefer
days. Call 753-0061, ask for
Ann.
HOUSE KEEPING work
wanted in town. Referneces
available. Call 753-3699.
10, BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
OWN YOUR OWN Business!
Area distributor for Rand
McNally Maps. No selling.
Service company established
accounts. Investments $1,650
to $15,450 secured by in-
ventory and equipment
Write, include name, ad-
dress, telephone and three
references to Personnel
Director, NAMCO 2121
Montevallo Rd. SW B ir
mingham, Al. 35211 or call
toll free 1-800-633-4545. 
RESPONSIBLE
PINSON
Wanted to own and





items. Can start part
time. Age or ex-
perience not im-
portant. Requires car
and 11495 to $4995 cash
investment. For
details write and in-





PICTURE THIS Become a





Purchase of Product only
85305. Call Mr. Collins, Dept.
R. 112 Toll-free at 800-621-
7725. 
TEXAS REFINERY CROP.
offers plenty of money plus
cash bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless-of
experience, write C. J. Pate,
PreS., Texas Refinery Corp.,
Box 711, Fort Worth, Texas,
76101.
12. INSURANCE 
We ore novo writing insvronce
on mobile homes, with 3 dif
trent companies for bet,
rotes contact 'Wilson In
summit and Real Woe, 302
N. 13th 753-3263.
MOTOR FOR 1967 Chevrolet
pickup. Must be in good
condition. Call 436-2102.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
CO-R RELLE Expressaons,
alt patterns, 20 piece sets,
5.39 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
CHAIN SAW cha_ins, aich
pilch for 16 bar, $10.25,
20 inch, S11.P9 and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
wall pipe 6" X 30". 117.811.










with glass doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, 864.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FOR SALE HARDLY USED
Panasonic turn table, due to





RING. Brand new. Best
offer. See at Owens Food
Market, Apt. No. 6. 
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN,
REMINGTON ELECTRIC
office typewriter, good
condition, $100. Call 753.0224
atter 5:30 or weekends. 
3 TRAILER AXLES, wheels
and tires, minimum weight,
5200 lbs per axle. Trailer
tongue with jack stand. One
floor model Sears drill press,
with 3/4 hp motor. Call 753-
5913 afterl pm 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
WHITE 18 foot refrigerator
with ice maker. Call 753-3152.
I We Ivy, Sell Or Trade
Used Fereitisre or Ap-
pliances ,




Service in Paducah call I-
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
19. FARM EQUIP, 
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $999, model HD-30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
controls, by Show "Stock,
electric or- battery op
perated, S26.95, 39.99 and
49.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
BROWNING 12 Guage, 2000
automatic, 30" full, 26" open
with vent ribs. Call 753-6085
after 5pm.
23. EXTERMINATING
NOW IS ONE OF THE best
times to spray under and
around your home, bugs,
- --spiders, aft kinds---of IrmeCts
and pests are looking for a
place to hibernate-under
your home. It's warm, they
are out of the bad weather.
This makes a perfect home
for all kinds of insects. Do not
delay. Call today. Prevention
is far cheaper than repairs.
Kelly's Termite and Pest
Control. 100 S. 13th St. 753-
3941.42 MISCELLANEOUS 
BRAND -NEW Detroiter
tennis table and-paddles. Call
753-2515 after 5 pm. 
CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING
and processing. Meat aged to
suit your specifications. Call
901-642 8201. 
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 5.79 cents a pound,
whole or side $89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter S199
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac-
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meal
Processing, 642-8201. One
mile north of Paris on old
Murray road.
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the City of
Murray, Kentucky for the Murray Water &
Sewer System at the City Hall until 5:00 p.m.
November 16, 1978 for the following: Con-
struction of one reverse flow constructed, un.
derremed gravel wall well, and furnishing of
necessary labor, equipment and pump ser-
viceing rig to pull deep well pump for necessary
repair and use in new well. Specifications are on
fire at-the -office of Murray Water & Sewer
System, 401 Olive Street Murray, Kentucky
-42071.
A certified check of bidders bond of five percent
(5%) of the total amount of. the bid shall ac-
company each bid as a guarantee that if the bid
is accepted, a contract will be immediately en-
tered into and the performance of the work
properly secured. The successful bidder will be
required to execute a performance bond ac-
ceptable to the City of Murray in the amount of
one hundred per cent (100%) of the contract
price.
No proposal may be withdrawn for a period of
thirty (30) days after the time and date set for
the opening of the bids.
All bids will be examined and contract will be
awarded to the lowest and Or best bjilibg city rat.













































12 X 70, 2 t
trailer, $650f
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Call 436 2647 .
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private lot. C
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motorcyctes, $5 OW meow
Boats, campers, $20. up. 10 X
22 Sheds; 10 cents sq. ft..up.
1534403 
SHALLOW WELL PUMP.
Foot value, pipincrand tank.
Like new, $120. Call-753 7413
after 3 m.
26. TV-RADIO - 
CB RADIO, Ham equip?.
ment, Linears. Call 474- 274$ 
COLOR TV'S! Want a new
25- color tv at a bargain? We
nave 3 with damaged
cabinets works perfect and
fully warranteek Clayton's
T575: -
(formerly J & 8 Musicl. 7a
__ttOolcdpsi- rrrimy tralters hef ----5°111hterrey"d 'lleufl"tifesqltuYare
miles from Murray, all
by. Only $28 per month. Call
753-7405 after 6 pm 7534451
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR SALE OR RENT with
option to buy 3 , bedroom
frame country home with
bath, partly furnished, deep
well with electric pump. 2
acres level rich land, fenced.
Good rich garden, pony barn,
utility house, 2' 2 miles off 79
hwy, west of Dover, Land
Between the Lakes. Price
$17,500 with 14 down or less.





OPPORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroom brick on quiet tree
lined street. Separate living
space for parents, in-laws or
guests add fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and
convenience to university
and shopping. Priced just
reduced.. .This home
available tor eery/ Oc-
cupancy. LORETTA JOILS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
SISSON'S ZENITH Now open
Friday nights till 9. Drive
and save at Sisson's Zenith
for the 1978 close out sale 19
miles west of Murray on hwy
94. Phone 1.362.2174.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE.,12 X 60 2 BR,
extra nice. Call 489-2774.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2
BR. mobileboxna,.-locatesi
of Morray. includes 90 X 230
ft lot, central heat and air,
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and muth more. Must be
seen to be appreciated,
$14,900. Call 753-0716 Shown
by appointment only. 
TRAILER FOR SALE: 1973,
12 X 70, 2 bedroom, 2 bath
trailer, $6500. Call 753-6189. 
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME. 2
bedroom, all electric, new
carpet throughout, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, air
conditioner, $4900. Call 753.
3143. 
10 X 50 CHAMPIONmobile
home, excellent condition.
Call 436 2647 after 5 pm. 
10 X 48 2 BR, $2000 or best
offer. Call 753-2570 after 4
pm.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753-
3280. 
TWO BR TRAILER at Shady
Oaks. 489-2533. 
TWO BEDROOM Expando
mobile home for rent or sale.
can be rented with option to
purchase. Central heat and
Air, Unfurnished. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753-
4342.
10 X 40, ALL ELECTRIC
furnished, mobile home.
Deposit. Call 753-2748 after 5
pm.
10 X 55,2 BR mobile home oh-
private lot. Call Ben Nix, 753-
3785 after 5 pm.
29. HEATING & COOLING  •
HEATERS Electric, Mat-
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, $34.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
KING Automatic wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
TWO GAS HEATERS-S,75
and $50. Two Shure
microphones, $75 each with
stands. Call 436.2411. 
32.  APTS. FOR RENT 
APARTMENT FOR Sub
rent. Totally furnished, in-
cluding all appliances, dishes
and linens, one bedroom.
Call Maxine at 762.2315 only
between 4 and 5:30 today. 
FURNISHED APARTMENT
)FOR Rent. Large kitchen,
!tying room, bedroom
combination. $100 plus
utilities. Located at 304 N.
4th., upstairs. Call 753-0367. 
FURNISHED SMALL
APARTMENT, on Blood
River Lake. 160 per month.
Call 436.2427. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT - 
4 BR HOUSE 'Partially
furnished in quite area of
city. Call 7531575.
6 ROOM HOUSE for rent,
1115 per month. Call 763.7874 
'MR ENT OR LEASE 
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice lot
for trailer near Whites








GILDING, 14 hands tall, very
gentle, $300. Call 753 0224
after 5.30 or weekends. 
311. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
A K C REGISTERED
Doberman pups. Champion
blood line, $100. Call 753-1380
after 4:30. 
FOR SALE-3 Female Peek-
A Poo puppies, $20. Call 435-
,1294.
POINTER PUPPIES, $35
each. Call 498-8234 or 498.
8273. 
SUDSBURY PARK. We
groom -all breeds of small
and medium dogs. Located in
town for your convenience.
By appointment only. Call
759 4140, 9-5, Monday Friday.
Now scheduling for holiday
grooming.
40. PRODUCE
TURNIPS FOR SALE. Pete
Valentine. Calr9O-1-642-4439.
.43. REAL ESTATE
Over 3,000 sq. ft. living erect,
Jorge lot on N. 16th. ex
tended. Mu s full besament,
;control ass heat, control air,





Shirley W. erd 753-3043
Alex MeLe 753-1575
753-3263 5 12th Street
16 ACRES HW 121 south, 7
miles from Mutay. 3 acres
Pasture, 13 ac s wooded.
753.6265. 
3 BEDROOM, 1 BATH,
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
B-3 for the -furture. Ideal for






Located on South 12th'Street.
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any retalt bustness. This is
a 137' )( 183' lot prime
businesse location. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more information.
This beautiful home of many features you've
been waiting for: Four bedrooms, three
bathrooms, living room, formal dining room,
family room with fireplace, recreation room
with fireplace, two car garage, walk out
basement. All this located on a large lot in Can-
terbury' Estates. Call today for an appointment
.to see this quality built home. 753-4451.
Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate
Ins Med ',111/1,1•1414. ( I SqL1.11211.
Open D.alls Vland.is Niturday
Phone -;
Pat Mobley Geneva Giles Susy Wells
7'11-8958 711-6");7 -71-1181
Member Service and thurst-Callocit
(oily Ned of Realton
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
A leading manufacturer of Heat Transfer equipment has the
following immediate salaried openings at its Paducah Xentuck‘
Plant
INDUSTRIAL OUTER:
handles complete purchasing function reporting to Production
manager
STANDARDS ANATLIST:
Assists In maintainance of present cork incentitive system reporting
to the Time Study Supervisor
Modine offers excellent starting salaries and Amlimited ait
vancement Complete benefit package We will Ildosider all up
plications received in strict confidence





An Equal Opportentty Employer .
•
Purdom & Thurman





Nitti The Friendly Touch"
WALK WITH ME . . .
Through this • 3
bedroom home
featuring large living-
dining rm., large kit-
chen, central gas heat,
cozy fireplace, car-
peting, draperies in-




Real Estate, 105 N. I
12th. 
CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
more money each month on
rent than his total monthly
payment would be if he
bought this 3 bedroom mobile
home.. .New car.
pet. underpinned and best of
all...on private lot in town
near shopping centers and
schools. Call today and let us
tell yoU mere. LORETTE
JOBS REALTORS at 753-1492








are a.lOt of people who say
they would like to have an
attractive three bedroom two
bath r.e They would
es like to have one
with e living room
dining • combination,






It would even nice to have
central gas heat and air, but
a house with all of these
features would be too ex
pennsive. Right? Wrong! See
this new listing today. Priced















of Hwy. 0121 South &
444 at New Concord.
Building & fixtures -
large, lot. Suitable for
most type business.
& newly





GET RICH FROM IN
FLAT ION. Once in a lifetime
investment opportunity
where inflation is your friend
not your foe. Shopping center
for sale with owner financing
available and excellent tax
shelter. For details call or
contact Nelson Shroat co
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.
Uncte Jeff's Shoppfng
Center. 759-1707.






Buy 1 or all 7 'Com-




Illeithends 11 Evenings Cell
Joe Reimer 436 5676
Pod Noll 753 4861
min, lent Smith 753 .2313
7;3
Doe Tesler 753 1930










family in this home for
the holidays. Beautiful
3 BR, 1/2 bath home on
professionally' landsc-
aped lot, 3 car garage,
central heat and air -
all this and more.
Must be seen to ap-
reciate.
he lemon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 48611
Macy Beth Smith 753 3383
Hotel Brandon 753 1513
Don Leber 753 1930
HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
Better if they tit! See' TIthis
home doesn't fit your needs!3 bedrObtn, 2 bath'
brick...ample sized rooms.fenced in back yard, ap-pliances including washer,
dryer and freezer. Be fair to
yourself, see this home




With Thc Friend!). Touch"
TRY IT . . YOU'LL
LIKE IT . . Listing
your home for sale
with BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE. En-
joy & Relax in the
selling of your home
with our "We Care
Service." Call 753-8080
Today. Boyd Majors




professionals to assist you in
Real Estate matters. If you
have a question regarding
any phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at 753
1222, or stop by our con
veniently located office at 711
Main. We at KOPPERUD







"QUALITY PLUS ' best
describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel. Fireplace
with - heatalator, built-in
appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump, ther-
mopane windows are only a
few of the quality features of











South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531951
This brand new, never





heat. The lot size is 115
x 160 and the price is
only $26,750.00!
M. LOTS FOR SALE
WOODED 1/2 ACRES, has
well, septic tank, trailer pole
and white rock drive. First
$3000 takes it. Call-759 4088. 
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
EXCELLENT ROW CROP
FARM. 139 acres, $90 per
acre. 107 in crop. Located on
west side of Calloway
Address inquire to P.O. Box
_SL.F_armingtorutCy..42040. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE ' 
2 BEDROOM, carpeted 1/2
acres at Almo Heights, under
$25,000. Call 753-7458. 
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 
NicetWo bedroom brick
veneer, newly decorated, full
basement and complete
upstair, with two *erns.,
Could have ' basement
apartment and rental rooms
upstairs. Choice lot 75 X 365,
desireable location, within
walking distance of the
University. Price, upper 30'S.
753-5000. 
MUST SELL! 2 bedroom
frame house with full
basement. All -appliances
and draperies stay with
hove. rsockcf incatinn at 402_
Vine St. Priced in teens. Call
after 4:30 pm, 753.9924.
-0. E. STEELE HOME at
Dover Tenn on hwy 49, 2
miles from lake, 21...2 acres
with income from water
system. 5 bedrooms, 2 baths,
12 years old. Call 1-232-7063.
Open house Nov. 4 and 5. 
47 MOTORCYCLES
WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in quiet neigh-
borhood with lovely land. 
HONDA350. LOW mileage,
also a 18 foot canoe and 2
snow tires. For more in-
formation call 753.5335. 
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753.
6531 or 759.1155. 
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
tires and battery, good
mechanical condition. Call
492-8102. 
1975 YAMAHA 250-CC trail
bike, new tires, seat and
sprockets. Excellent con-
dition. Phone 437.4666. 
1978 YAMAHA DT 175
Enduro, $650. Call 753-0502
after 4 pm. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp,' $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS 
1974 BUICK REGAL
COUPE, one owner, Ken-
tucky car, low miles. Call
436-2427. 
1974 BUICK REVERIA,





radial tires, a real good car,
$1350. Call 1-354-6217. 
1975 CADILLAC Sedef
DeVille, every option, in-
cluding cruise cohtrol,
climate control etc. Only
23,000 careful miles. Phone
.901-642.3151, Paris, After 6
pm. Price $5,700. 
1971 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE Coupe. Call 753-
3348 after 6 pm or see at
Hendens Service Station on
N. 4th.
1973 CHEVELL S.S., swivel
bucket seats, AM-FM, 8-
track, wheels, new tires,
excellent condition. 1973




COUPE, 2$9, V 8, 4 speed.
See it at 1508 Chsektut or Call
753.7356 ask for Jim 
1978 MERCURY COUGAR,
very low miles, extras,
galore, loaded. Like new car
for $6500. Will sell or trade.
Call 753-5273. 
'38 OLDSMOBILE, 2 door,
43200. Call 753-5744. 
1970 PONT:SAC GRAND
PRIX, good Condition, white
with black vinyl roof. Black
interior, needs motor and
some body work. Power and
air, sell for best offer. Call
753-3855. 
1974 98 REOENCY, 4-door,
new radial tires. 64.000-sui4ese,
white with red interior, show -
room condition inside and
outside, $2650. Call 436-5680. 
1972 RILEY NOVA. Very
sharp, automatic, air, power
steering. Can be seen at
Ca ins AMC or phone 436-2524
or 436.5496. 
1974 REGENCY 98. 60,000
53, SER VICES OFFERED 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436
2562 after 5 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps tip to 24-
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753.9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753.5429
after 4 OM 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates,
miles, runs .and drives INSULATION! BLOWN IN,perfect, sharp car, $1900. fiberglass. Call 759.1820 after-Cfel,1436-6680, ----S-pm. H17747-119/16 
1971 VW SUPER BEETLE, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
C011ecr-
very nice. $695 or best Otte.r_f_and gas installation, will domust sell. Call 753-7581.  plumbing, heating and sewer
SO. USED TRUCKS  cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
1978 DODGE PICKUP, call 1- LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
345-2405.  prompt, efficient service,
FACTORY MADE FIBER call Ernest White, 753.0605. 
glass truck topper-fits long LIGHT TRUCK Hauling and
wide bed sliding front yard junk. Call 753.3145. 
window-sliding side windows LEE'S CARPETwith screens-two way roof CLEANING, vibra-back,
Phone, /36-2336 after 6 pm.  references Reasonable
vent, interior light, $400 firm. __steam dry cleaning,
7r5a3te-5827,, estimates Call1969 FORD P100 pickup
truck with camper, 6 cyl.,
straight shift, $850. Call 753-
2636. 
1969 GMC AIR, automatic, !'2
ton. Call 753-4160. 
52. BOATS EL MOTORS 
FOR SALE, 20" pitch
stainless steel prop for a 150
hp Mercury, $100. Call' 753-
7581 after / pm. 
1969 MODEL 55 hp Evinrude
3 cyl. boat motor. Excellent
condition. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-8672.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
refrigeration work. Also
small electrical jobs. Call
753:0762 after 5 pm. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters; and roofing. Call 1-
395.4967 or 1-362-4895. 
B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser-
vice calls or in-shop repairs
-of • hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489.2774.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, mtnor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759-
481A.
NEED FIRE WOOD? Cali
George Landolt at 753-8170 or
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt





air, recently overhauled. 759-
4878 anytime.
1972 EL DORADO Cadalic,
perfect in every way. Show
room condition with 65,000
miles, $000. call 336-5680.
scaped yard Backyard  -
fenced and home is neat as a
pin throughout. All the work
is already done for you, so
don't let this opportunity
pass. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753 1222 
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniana subdivision, on,
blacktop road.Community






604 South 121h Street
noes (502) 7317114
Barney. Kentvdty 42071
Give a personal gift
for Christmas. The
next few weeks are
a beautiful time for
outdoor portraits.
Made at your home
or szt some _a_f_Ataa
beautiful places
around Murray. Coll
now for an ap-
pointment. We have








(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from




eRefinishing A Repairs *Antique Brass Hardware
*Custom Buil*Futniture *Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets
Hwy. 641-6 miles South















Nouse , parthits, wee sever,







































7 Days A Weei.
Phone
_153-5351
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753.3682 or 753-
7149 after /rpm. , 
PROFESSIONAL Window
cleaning, 20 years ex
Perience. Stores and private
homes. Call 901-782 5981. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for -Sheffer-
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-1n
or bats insulation. TVA
material approved. Fri*




Call (502) 924-5541. 
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
leveling,, back filling. Cali
.753.73.70- - - -- -  -
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 1-
/.42.7026.
WILL BABYSIT DURING
the day. For few chitdreft. •
Call 759-4615. 
ItitttrliTABYSiTA CHILD, In
my home week days. Age M




Sigma Chi A.O. pledge class.
753-7395, 753.4717 or 767.2341.
56. -FREE COLUMN 
FREE GERMAN
SHEPHERD, 9 months old.
Call 753-6182. 
57. WANTED 
ELDER LADY TO live in
and share home. Private
room and bath. Call 753.027.4.
REAL ESTATE
HELP WANTED
We are in need of Licensed Real Estate
Brokers & Sales People, including man and wife
teams, in any town or village in Ky. or Tenn. up
to 100 miles from Paris Landing. We will help
you get started. Come, call or write our Home Of-fice, J.H. AUSTIN, Southland Real Estate, Box
233, Clarksville, Tenn. 37040. Located on 41A and














4 Bedroom brick in
Westwood. Double._
garage, heat pump, 2
baths, carpet, great
room, moderate price






Pine bluff Shores cot-
tage, extra nice with
new siding, new kitchen,







NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE MAR CUT $1.50 PRICE WAVE $1.75
POI NOSPOM &MOW (AIM 0110111 751 4011
a.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. 'Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, OwensbOro, Ky . 42301
PHONE
- 502485-4961
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